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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
As a result of ur present industrial development, peo-
ple todey have an increased amount of leisure time* This
must be true from the fact that the hours of r bor have de-
creased from 14 and 12 hours a day to 8 hours per day and
less in the last two decades* Added to the decrease in
hours of labor is the factor of unemployment in establish-
ing an increased amount of leisure* Many authorities say
that the ultimate increase of leisure will be much greater
than it now is* Reasons given for this are that increased
industrialization, inventions and concentration of industry
will make production of the necessities of life require
less and less time*
This increase of leisure creates a serious problem.
We* as a nation, have not learned how to make the best use
of our leisure tine* This is aptly expressed by the fol-
lowing quotation. "Leisure, this great gift of the
Twentieth Century, finds us quite unprepared both in faci-
lities and skills, to give ourselves to the joys of crea-
1
tive and expressive activities**
The solution of the problem of leisure is a task to
which the schools moat give their attention* The follow-
ing quotations express the senti ent of leaders in the
field of education in regard to the preceding statement.
1. Jessie F. Williams, 'Cultural Aspects of Physical
Education."
2"Unless creative work becomes part and parcel of the school,
it cannot hope to prepare children for the era of machine-
1
made service." "Preparation for leisure is one of the major
2
educational problems of our day." "The really challenging
3
task for education is the enrichment of leisure."
The probable solution of the problem of leisure rests
in introducing people to a wide variety of skills and in-
terests that may be carried on in adult life. "The ordin-
ary person must be trained in school so that he develops a
hobby, an avocation, something he can turn to in his lei-
4
sure time." nWe must give our young people the tools with
which to spend leisure wisely; games, plays, hobbies and
5
interests." The means of furnishing these "tools" lies in
the fields of athletics, creative arts and avocational in-
terests . The subjects that come tinder these three headings
are: Tennis, golf, swimming, hiking, and other carry-over
sports; Music, drawing, painting, dancing, handicrafts, and
the like; Nature study, manual training, photography, local
history, gardening, and the like.
How to include preparation for leisure in the school
curriculum is a new problem. Many of the larger schools
throughout the country are endeavoring to do this. As
yet, but little attention has been given as to how the
%m Angelo Patri, "Leisure."
2. Jay E« Morgan, "Education and Leisure."
3« Goodwin Watson, "Leisure and Education."
4# Angelo Patri, "Leisure."
5. A. R. V/aymon, "Trends and Tendencies in Physical Education.
3-
smaller schools can help their students prepare for wise
use of leisure* This is the problem of this study.
A. Purpose.
The purpose of this study is:
1. To find out what the small public schools of
the Connecticut Valley of Vestern Massachusetts
have as leisure education programs;
2 # To find out the resources and handicaps of these
schools in carrying out a program of leisure
education;
3. To make suggestions and recommendations that
will, it is hoped, aid these schools in for-
mulating a program of leisure education.
By the term "leisure" is meant time free from provid-
ing the necessities of life.
By "small high schools" is meant the public hi'gh schools
having an enrollment under 500 . As will be noted from Table
No. 2, Amherst High School has an enrollment of 510. Yet it
was thought best to include it in the schools studied as it
is a high school situated in a small town. Also, it has many
pupils from nearby towns which do not hove high schools. The
addition of these out-of-town pupils to those residing in
raherst gives the school a larger enrollment than it would
otherwise have.
By "resources 1 ' is meant the facilities which can be
used in carrying out a program of leisure education. These
facilities include: athletic fields, stages for dramatic
production, gymnasiums, equipment for various activities,
teachers capable f supervising activities, available time
and the like.
By "handicaps" is meant the various factors that are
detrimental to the carrying out of a program of leisure edu-
cation. These would include lack of resources mentioned in
the previous paragraph, the heavy teaching loads and non-
centralized student bodies
•
B. The Significance of the Problem.
By study of the leisure education programs of the small
high schools in Western Massachusetts it is hoped that the
data obtained vrf.ll be useful to superintendents and princi-
pals in evaluating their own programs of leisure education.
By study of the resources of the various high schools
included in this survey it is hoped that those in authority
may obtain data which will be of use to them in formulating
programs of leisure education. Likewise, it is hoped that
a study of the handicaps that the schools are subjected to
in carrying out a program of leisure education will be of
aid in overcoming these handicaps.
The author also hopes that the data obtained relative
to student use of time and student interestsmay reveal
facts of value not only to those in charge of the schools
studied, but also to those having charge of leisure edu-
cation programs in other schools.
The problem gains increased significance when we take
into consideration the fact that seventy per cent, or over,
13
of the pupils that begin high school, in the schools studied,
do not continue their education beyond high 3Chool« This
fact is brought out by Table ^1 which follows.
TABLE NO* 1
Students Entering High School 1/ftio Do Not
Continue Their Education Beyond High School
School Do Continue Do Hot Continue
Sanderson 25% T7%
New Salem 15% &7%
Charlemont 25% 15%
Powers 25% 15%
Northfield 25$ • 15%
Williamsburg 25% TSflJ
Chester 28% 12%
Huntington 25% 15%
BeIchertown 23% 11%
Smith 28% 72$
Deerfield 20% 80%
Hopkins 25% 15%
Hardwick 2% 11%
Monson 22% 18%
Arms 15% B5%
Orange 21$ 19%
Ware 24% 16%
Amherst 55% 65%
South Hadley 25% ll£
The above table shows that with one exception none of
the schools have a higher percentage of their students con-
tinue their education beyond high school than 70, Emphasis
should be placed on the fact that the percentages in the
above table are based on figures that consider the pupils
who enter school* This means that the figures for the
pupils who do not continue their education beyond high
school include those who enter school and drop out of high
school and who do not go to an advanced institution of
learning, as well as those who graduate from high school
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and do not continue thair education.
The pupil3 who continue their education beyond high
school wore considered as thoao going to any school more
advanced than a high school. Many of those who go to more
advanced Institutions enter specialized Institutions, such
as business schools, nurses 1 training schools, and teachers 1
colleges, which do not, to a large extent^ furnish their stu-
dents with the necessary background to train them for worthy
use of their leisure tine.
Thus, any training that a decided majority—over 70$—
of the pupils that go to our smaller high schools will re-
ceive for worthy use of their leisure time must be obtained
in the town schools, elementary and high schools. There-
fore, it would seem that the high schools should give at-
tention to the problem of leisure education.
At present, the major Interest of the school authori-
ties Is centered on those pupils preparing for college or
some other advanced institution of learning. This fact is
self-evident after a glance at the curriculum of the aver-
age high school. Tills attitude Is well illustrated by the
statement of a high school principal who. In endeavoring
to show the efficiency of his high school, said that none
of the eight students placed In college from a recent gradu-
ating class had failed. Would not capable, self-reliant men
and women be a better standard for our schools to aim at
than college placement?
If any boy or girl Is to be a worthy, useful citizen,
8-
and an individual who leads a contented and happy life, he
must he able to meet the problems of leisure time as well
as the other problems of life. It is not meant that the
academic side of the high school program should be neglected,
nor is it maintained that scholastic standards and require-
ments should be lowered. But it is maintained that, not
neglecting those who are preparing for college and other
advanced institutions, school authorities should be more
concerned with those pupils for whom high school means
the end of their formal education.
One of the main aims in preparing those who do not go
beyond high school for their life after high school would
be enabling them to use their leisure time to good advan-
tage. Not only is the problem there for those who do not
go to college, but it is also a consideration that the
college student will have to face. Four years of college
may put off to some extent the facing of the problem of
the use of leisure and may, through his college life,
enable him to solve the problem of leisure in later life.
However, the would-be college student should also be con-
sidered by the high school as one whom it must help solve
the problem of the use of leisure time.
Any program of leisure educational activities that
may be formulated for the high schools now must be experi-
mental since there has been no program in practice long
enough to determine its values. There is no definite
proof that activities with which the students have been
-9-
brought in contact through the leisure education program
will be continued in adult life.
This thesis attempts to show that there is reason to
suppose that a program of leisure education will work* In
support of this statement the thesis shows that:
1. There is a definite carry-over into adult life of
certain of the minor sports.
2. There is a definite carry-over into adult life of
dramatic activities.
3. There is a definite interest on the part of the
students in activities that make up the leisure education
program.
4 # The activities that form the program are parti-
cipated in by adults.
5 # In the opinion of leading educators and the prin-
cipals of the schools surveyed, a program of leisure educa-
tion would be of value in preparing the students to use
their adult leisure wisely.
6* Phases of the leisure education program are now
in use in several of the schools sttidied and are proving
satisfactory.
-10-
C. Review of Literature
In the past few years very much has been written on the
subject of leisure education. In this section some of the
books that deal with this subject will be discussed as well
as certain related studies*
The first book to be reviewed will be that of President
Cutten of Cornell. In 1925 his book, "The Threat of Leisure"
,
was published. Written before the present depression, it
sounds a warning as to the direful results of leisure that
will come as a result of our industrial age unless means
of preparing for worthy use of leisure are adopted. Presi-
dent Cutten suggests as means of preparing for worthy use
of leisure the establishing of interests in pursuits and
activities that can be carried 6n in adult life. These
interests would be in such things as golf 9 tennis, out-
of-door sports, music, dramatics, literature, handicraft,
gardening, nature study, photography and the like. Unless
the people are enabled to make worthy use of their leisure,
President Cutten sees the gradual disintegration of our
national life.
In his book, " Spectator itis", J. B. Nash views with
aierm the growing tendency of the American people to use
their leisure time in viewing, rather than participating
in activities* We are becoming a nation of spectators,
not doers. After showing the extent to which this is
true, Dr. Nash shows the importance of leisure time
-11
activities in which people participate , not watch. There
should be more universal participation in carry-over sports,
creative arts and avocational pursuits*
The modern aspects of leisure are discussed from the
cultural and sociological standpoint by C. Delis le Burns,
Stevenson Lecturer in Citizenship in the University of
Glasgow, in his book, "Leisure In the Modern World" • In
this book the present uses of leisure are surveyed. The
desirable use of leisure is discussed* The importance of
education in preparing for leisure is emphasized* As Dr*
Burns says, "If your education in school or after leaves
you with no interest at all, with nothing you want to do
apart from what you have to do, then it has failed in
fitting you for life."
A survey of the leisure education prograno of the
large city schools was nade by Eugene T* Lies, The re-
sults of this study are given in his book, "The New Leisure
Challenges The Schools", The content, examples of methods
of procedure and evaluation of the programs, make up this
book* To use Mr* Lies own words, his book aim* "To set
forth modern leisure as one of the outstanding social
conditions affecting human life which education must
face if it is to prepare young people to meet successfully
the realities of living*"
In his book, "Education as Guidance", John M. Brewer
devotes a chapter to "Guidance for Leisure and Recreation"*
The responsibility of the schools in furnishing correct
-12-
guidance for the worthy use of leisure is demonstrated.
The schools should persuade each pupil tt to learn many kinds
and develop special interest in several kinds of recreation:
active f passive; strenuous, quiet; physical, mental; coopera-
tive, solitary; competitive, non-competitive.*
The importance and methods of conducting extra-curricular
activities is discussed by Prof. Harry C. McKown in his book
entitled, "Extracurricular Activities"
•
Two related studies are of interest. The first to be
discussed is that of Dr. M. N. Thi3ted entitled "College
Alumni Evaluate Intercollegiate Athletics". This was pub-
lished in the May, 1934 issue of "The Physical Education
Research Quarterly". The basis for this study is the
answers of 500 graduates of the State University of Iowa
to questionnaires in which they were asked to check as
true or false various statements as to the value of
college athletics in developing valuable mental attitudes
and habits of physical health and hygiene that carried
over into adult life. This study shows that college
athletics, particularly major sports, develop valuable
mental attitudes that carry over into adult life.
Habits of physical health and hygiene established by
college athletics also carried over to a large extent
into adult life.
As a Masters of Arts thesis for New York University,
Mr. E. L. Bike wrote on the subject "Contribution of
College Intramural Activities to Post College Recreational
-13-
Activities of Williams College Graduates of the Classes of
1920, 1925 and 1930." This was written in 1931. In this
Mr. Bike shows that major sports have but little direct
carry-over into adult life. However, certain of the minor
sports do have a large carry-over. In addition to this,
Mr. Bike presents data to show that once sufficient in-
terest in athletic activities is built up participation
is of longer duration.
-14-
Chapter II.
PROCEDURE
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and discuss
the procedure followed in making this study.
The procedures followed in making the study were based
on the following policies:
! A study based on the programs of the smaller public
high schools in Western Massachusetts in athletics,
creative arts, and curricular studies that. tend to
develop hobbies.
2. A study based on the judgments of desirable ends
as stated by some of the outstanding educators and
leaders in the field of leisure education.
3. A study based upon the resources of the high schools,
included in this study, for the carrying on of a
program of leisure education.
a. A study based upon the handicaps that the schools
are subjected to, or woxild be subjected to, in
carrying out the program of leisure education.
b. A study based upon the abilities of the teachers
in the high schools studied to assist in carrying
out a program of leisure education.
4 # A study of the responses to questionnaires submitted
to the students of the following schools: New Salem
Academy, Sanderson Academy, Charlemont High School,
Powers Institute, Williamsburg High School, Smith
15-
Academy, Hopkins Academy, Deerfield High School,
Orange High School and Monson High School.
A* The High Schools Selected
As has been previously stated^the high schools included
in this study were selected from the smaller high schools in
Western Massachusetts. This was done because the author be-
lieves that these schools represent the various types of
small high schools found in New England, Therefore, con-
clusions reached as to these schools should help similar
schools in formulating and evaluating their programs of
leisure education. The larger schools were not included
in this survey because, as has been indicated in a previous
chapter, some attention has been given to such schools.
The schools included in this study represent three
general types. The first type raight be classified as a
small rural high school. This type is represented by
Sanderson Academy, New Salem Academy, Charlemont High
School and Belchertown Higja School. These schools have
antiquated school houses that are lacking in many of the
features necessary to carry on a full program of leisure
education. They also ere handicapped by small teaching
staffs, lack of funds and noncentralized student bodies.
The second type of school serves communities that
are made up of urbanized, specialized farmers. The
schools of this type include: Hopkins Academy, Smith
Academy and Deerfield High School. These schools have
more modern buildings and larger teaching staffs than those
mentioned in the previous paragraph. However, these schools,
likewise, have their problems and handicaps In carrying out a
program of leisure education.
The third type of school serves communities that are
partially farming and partially industrialized communities.
These schools vary from small schools situated in towns that
have one or two Industries and are surrounded by farming
communities to schools serving more highly industrialized
communities. Schools included In the first group would be
schools such as Chester High School, Huntington High School
and Williamsburg High School* Schools representative of
the second group are Monson, Hardwick, Orange, Amherst and
Ware High Schools. These schools have more modern buildings,
larger teaching staffs, and better facilities for carrying
out a program of leisure education than the schools of the
other two types.
The following table gives the high schools included
in this study with their enrollments.
TABLE NO. 2.
High Schools Surveyed and their Enrollments
School Boys Girls Total
Sanderson 37 23 60
New Salem 30 29 59
Charlemont 33 37 70
Powers 37 38 75
Northfield 50 50 100
Williamsburg 46 69 115
Chester 52 66 118
Huntington 60 76 136
Belchortown 67 85 152
Smith 67 73 140
-17-
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Arms 140 142 282
Orange 167 180 347
ware 188 187 375
Amherst 250 260 510
South Hadley 207 238 445
B. Gathering The Data
a. Questionnaires Submitted to the
Principals of the High Schools Studied.
The first step in gathering data for the study of the
schools surveyed was to submit questionnaires to the prin-
cipals of the various high schools. These sought informa-
tion as to the programs, and student participation in the
programs, of the individual schools in "varsity and carry-
over" athletics, creative arts, and studies that tend to
develop hobbies. Information was also sought as to the
facilities and equipment of the individual schools for
carrying out these programs « The ability of the teachers
to supervise activities and any factors that proved ob-
stacles in carrying out the program or hindered them in
enlarging upon their program was also ascertained.
To gather this information, three questionnaires were
made out. Questionnaire number one had to do with the
programs and student participation of the schools in
athletics, creative arts, and studies that tend to de-
velop hobbies. Facilities for carrying out these
-18-
programs were also enumerated on the sheet.
questionnaire two was also submitted to the principals.
This questionnaire was designed to obtain information es
to the social events, time of departure of school busses,
curriculum policy of the school, policy of the school in
regards to extra-curricular activities, and the principals f
opinion as to the value of sports, their attitude on the sub-
ject of leisure education and their opinions as to what the
high schools should do tovrrrds preparing their students
for vorthy use of leisure time.
Questionnaire number three was rlso submitted to the
principals. This questionnaire had for its purpose the
ascertaining of the abilities of the teaching staff to
carry out activities that might be included in a leisure
education program. The number of teachers able to super-
vise or instruct in the various activities was indicated
in each instance. Copies of these questionnaires will be
found in the appendix,
b« Distribution of ^questionnaires
Rather than that questionnaires mailed to the prin-
cipals should not be filled out and returned, personal
visits were made to the schools studied. Luring the
course of the interview, the questionnaires were filled
out by the author after specifically questioning the
principals. In this manner the author was able to
obtr in more complete picture of the school, its

-20-
activities, resources and problems than could have otherwise
been done. Also, In this way, questions as to the interpre-
tation of the questionnaires, their purpose and meanings
could be answered and possible doubts clarified. Thus, mis-
understanding and misinterpretation were reduced to a mini-
mum.
e. Interviews with Superintendents
Interviews were obtained from various superintendents
of the higja schools in order to obtain their views on the
subject of leisure education. In the interview, the sub-
ject of leisure education was discussed thoroughly. The
subject Y*as considered both from a general standpoint and
from the standpoint of what the individual school should
do in regards to leisure education. The comments of the
superintendents, as well as those of the principals, will
be noted In their appropriate places in the discussion
which follows.
d. Questionnaires to Students
In order to gather information as to student interest
and use of time, questionnaires were submitted to the
students of the high schools named In #4 on page 14. These
questionnaires listed various activities that might form
the basis for the worthy use of leisure, as well as acti-
vities engaged in by students in igh schools. These
questionnaires were distributed to the students by the
21-
writer. The method to be followed in filling them out was
first explained. The students were asked to cheek those
activities in which they were interested, and to set down
the approximate year hours under those activities they
participated in. A thousand of these questionnaires were
obtained. These furnished a basis to study student in-
terests and use of time.
C. Hethod of Treating the Data
The data obtained has been organized around the fol-
lowing ideas: 1. To find out what the schools studied now
include in their leisure education programs; 2. To find out
what facilities the schools have, and can have, to carry out a
program of leisure education; 3. To determine whet the
schools should have as a program of leisure education.
As has been mentioned, the activities of the schools
were studied under the headings of athletics, creative
arts, and studies that tend to develop hobbies. The or-
ganization of the data will be taken up according to these
headings, carrying out the ideas set forth in the previous
paragraph. For example, the first topic to be discussed
will be that of varsity athletics, which is the first
division made under the general heading of athletics.
The study will first present the data as to what the
schools are now doing in athletic s, The information ob-
tained from questionnaires number one will be presented
under this section of the discussion. In tabulating this
22
data, the per cent of the participation of the students of
each school will be given in each sport* The tabulation
will be given by schools so as to have a basis of compari-
son.
The next step under the sub-division entitled "varsity
athletics" will be to present data showing the sohools 9
facilities to carry out a program of athletics* Data will
also be presented giving the ability of the teachers of
the individual schools to supervise the various sports*
Following this, the value of varsity athletics in re-
spect to a program of leisure education will be discussed*
Opinions of leading educators as to the purpose and scope
of athletics will be given* In other words, the discus-
sion of varsity athletics will be carried on from the
standpoint of what the schools are doing, what they can
do, and what they should do in varsity athletics as a
phase of their leisure education programs*
The subjects of creative arts and hobbies will be
considered in the same manner as indicated above* Sug-
gestions and recommendations will be made after the con-
clusions resulting from the study have been drawn.
D* Definitions
In order that the meaning of certain words as used
In t. is study may be made clear a few definitions are in
order*
The term "varsity athletics" is used to designate
-23-
those athletic or big muscle activities
that require the
choosing of teams to represent the school In
contests
with other schools.
The term "major athletics" is used to designate those
athletic activities regarded as having more
importance and
which receive the most attention in the school
program.
By the term "carry-over sports" is
meant those acti-
vities of an athletic nature which may he
engaged in after
school days and, for the most part,
throughout life.
By the term "creative arts" Is meant
those pursuit,
or activities that require, on the part
of the participant,
the making or expression of something
that is beautiful or
appeals to the taste.
By the term "hobbies" is meant any
pursuit that is
carried on as an avocation.
-24-
Chapter III.
I AJOR ATHLETICS
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss major athle-
tics as carried on in the schools surveyed. The discussion
will be divided into three sections. The first division will
be concerned with varsity athletics for the boys. The second
division will take up class athletics for the boys. The last
division will be devoted to a discussion of athletics for the
girls.
The place of athletics in the school program is well
established. 33aere has been much discussion in the past as
to whether this phase of activity is worth while or not.
But now athletics In one form or another ha^e become a fix-
ture in the school program. In every one of the schools
studied, there was at least one form of major athletics
engaged in. A full discussion of the value of major
sports will be given in Chapter V of this study.
A. Varsity Sports
Aa previously indicated, the first part of the dis-
cussion in this chapter will be devoted to varsity sports
f r the boys. To show what the schools are now doing in
varsity sports, table number 3 has been compiled. This
is given on the following page. The per cent of boys
engaging in each varsity sport is given for each school.
The figures used to compile these percentages were
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obtained from the principals. The number on each squad was
divided by the number of boys in that school, so that the
per cent indicates the per cent of the hoys in the school
that engage in that particular sport. In reference to
these figures it should be borne in mind that there is a
large amount of duplication in the squads in the various
sports. That is, many of the boys engage in two or more
sports. In evory school the squads are made up largely
of the same boys for all of the 3ports engaged in. This
duplication ranges between fifty and seventy-five per
cent for the various schools,
TABLE NO, 3.
Participation of Boys in Varsity Sports
Foot- Basket- Base-
School ball Soccer ball ball Track
Sanderson 41$ 69$ 41$
New Salem 46$ 33$ ±6% 20%
Gharlemont 45$ 60$ 60%
Powers 32$
Northfield 40$
Williamsburg 32$ 3$
Chester 27% 34%
Huntington 20% 41%
Belohertown 20% 29%
Smith 25$ 20% 26$
Deerfield 26$ 22% 26%
Hopkins 30$ 30$ 30$
Hardwiok 20$
lionson 35$ 20$ 25$
Arms 30$ 10% 25$ 25$
Orange 23$ 15%
Ware 10% 13$ 13# 10$
Amherst 1Q% 12% 12% 5$
South Hadley 12% 12$ 12% 10$
The above table shows that five of the nineteen schools
studied have football teams; five, soccer teams; seventeen
of the schools have basketball teams and a like number have
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baseball teams. Track Is carried on by eight schools. Ten
of the schools do not engage in either football or soccer.
Of these ten schools, three have track teams which operate
mostly in the fall* These have three or four meets per sea-
son, mostly those held by the local fairs or by the State
College. Three of the schools listed engage in but one var-
sity sport. In the case of Hardwick, lack of money has cut
down the athletic program from four varsity sports to one,
namely, track.
This clearly shows that the main emphasis of the listed
schools is on basketball and baseball, as there are only two
schools not represented by teams in these sports. The rea-
sons for this are that basketball and baseball require less
equipment, are less expensive, and do not require as large
student bodies for participation as does football. Basket-
ball, which requires the least number to play, can be carried
on by schools having but a few pupils; baseball is played in
every town, and the people are baseball-minded. The pupils
and the townspeople like to have their school represented by
a baseball team, and many would resent their school not hav-
ing at least this form of sport. Again, the small towns are
not football-minded. However, soccer can be played by schools
not having large enrollments. In the last few years, this
sport has come into more and more prominence as a game for
the smaller schools to engage in during the fall. In all
but one of the five schools engaging in soccer, the student
bodies are less than two hundred. While two of
-28-
the schools, Smith Academy and New Salem Academy, have one
hundred and forty and fifty-nine pupils respectively. Yet
these schools can compete on a par with those schools having
much larger enrollments where soccer is conoerned. In sup-
port of this fact, the records of the schools are sufficient
testimony. Smith Academy, over a period of five years in
which nine games were played, defeated Deerfield Academy*
e
first team in soccer eight times. New Salem has scored
victories over much larger schools.
Turning again to Table No. 3 t we see that in the five
schools having football, more than two-thirds of the boys
in each school do not engage in the sport. Four of these
schools have fall track, which would raise the varsity
sport participation in the fall to 55% for Arms, 2856 for
Ware, 2S% for Amherst, and 35% for South Hadley. However,
this does not take into account the duplication on the
squads. In other words, 45% of the boys at Arms, 72% of
the boys at Ware and 67% of the boys at Amherst, 65% of
the boys at South Hadley and 64% of the boys at Deer-
field do not engage in a fall varsity sport.
We find practically the same condition in the schools
having soccer. Of these schools, only one, New Salem, has
fall track. That school participated in only two meets
last fall, all the boys on the track squad being soccer
players. Thus, we have 64% of the boys at New Salem who
did not participate in any fall sport. The figures for
non-participation in a fall varsity sport tot the other
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schools having soccer are: Hopkins, 70$; Monson, 65$;
Orange, 77$; and Smith, 75$.
Besides the schools already mentioned as having fall
track, Charlemont, Sanderson, and Hardwick have fall track.
The figures set forth in the table show that Sanderson and
Charlemont have fairly high participation percentages in
this sport* This is because the schools are so small, that
in order to participate, a large per cent of the boys en-
rolled must take part in the sport* The non-participation
figures for these three schools in fall sports arej
Charlemont, 40$; Sanderson, 59$; and Hardwick, 80$
•
As a result of the data given in reference to fall
sport participation, it is seen that the majority of the
boys attending higfr school in the schools surveyed do not
participate in fall varsity sports.
The varsity sport in the winter is basketball. That
there is great interest in this sport is demonstrated by
the fact that all but two of the schools have basketball
teams representing them in interscholastic competition.
Again, we find that the percentages of participation are
small. The figures in Table No. 3 under basketball clear-
ly show this. With the exception of two schools, none have
a higher per cent of participation in varsity basketball
than 33. Pour of the schools range in per cent from 30 to
33; one school has 27$ participation; five schools range
from 20 to 22$; and five schools range from 10$ to 15$.
The figures show that baseball is as widely partici-
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pated in as basketball
. All but two schools have baseball
teams • With the exception of the real small high schools,
the sport participation in baseball is but slightly higher
than that in basketball. Again we see that, with the ex-
ception of two schools, the non-participation percentage
runs higher than 50 for the various schools in baseball*
Putting aside for the present the question of the
place of athletics in a leisure education program, let
us consider the question from another standpoint, The
value of athletics is to the students, not the school.
All reasons advanced for the continuance of athletics in
the school program and opinions of leading educators sup-
port the above statement* Hence, when only a part of the
students are receiving the benefit of varsity sports train-
ing, obviously the school is not fulfilling its duty to the
students in this respect. Previous discussion has shown
that the main emphasis in athletics is on the few that
compose the varsity squads* But before passing judgment
on this score, we must find out if any means is provided
for sports competition for those who are not on the var-
sity squad* Should this be the case, the schools so do-
ing are not neglecting their students, but are trying to
provide "athletics for all"—who desire to participate.
B. Class or Intramural Sports
In order to find out to what extent the non-varsity
members of the schools are participating in major sports,
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we :r<ust see what the schools are doing in the way of class
or intramural sports. The various methods used by the
schools to provide major sports for the non-varsity members
will be discussed after data is presented to show what they
are doing in this field of sport.
The following table shows the schools that are extend-
ing their athletic program beyond the varsity sport phase.
TABLE NO, 4.
Boys Participating in Non-varsity Major Sports
Foot- Basket- Base-
School ball Soccer ball ball Track
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington 91$
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hopkins
Hardwick 50$
Monson
Arms
Orange
Y/are
Amherst 10$
South Hadley 29$
This table shows that of the schools having some form
or other of non-varsity sport, Huntington has the highest
per cent. This is because in football and baseball those
students who are not excused by the doctor compete in touch-
football and baseball during the physical education period.
In basketball, class teams carry on a limited schedule, the
66$
66$
50£ 99$
65$
18$
36$
45$
50$
40$
60$
25^
11$
12$
14$
50$
29$
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teams being composed of those not on the varsity squad.
Having no fall sport, the touch- football includes practi-
cally all of the boys* In baseball, the boys participate
regardless of their being on the varsity squad. Those who
are on the varsity squad must play some position other than
that which they play on the varsity.
Hardwick and Amherst have scheduled games in class
football. Hardwick has touch-football. Amherst has games
between the Freshmen, Sophmore and Junior High teams.
Amherst, New Salem, Mon3on, Hardwick, Deerfield, and Hop-
kins have regular schedules in non-varsity basketball.
The other schools that have non-varsity basketball have
a brief series at the end of the varsity basketball sea-
son. Some interesting features are found among the schools
having regular schedules in non-varsity basketball. At New
Salem, Principal Kenyon iises class competition to bolster
up the varsity schedule, which in 1933-34 was limited to
three games. The inter-class competition consisted of
eighteen games played between the four classes. In this
way, all but a few of the boys in that school partici-
pated in basketball. Had a very extensive schedule of
basketball been carried on, it would have been impossible
to have had such an extensive competition between the
classes. Participation in basketball under supervision
would have been limited to but a few boys.
Principal Battey and Coach Hoyle at Deerfield High
School carry on an intramural schedule of basketball
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throughout the winter, during the noon hour and recess periods.
These games were officiated and conducted by boys who were on
the varsity squad* In this way the boys gained experience in
officiating as well as in leadership and responsibility. Al-
so , it shows that non-varsity competition can be conducted
without laying too great a burden on the teaching staff. At
Monaon, a much similar nethod of handling the non-varsity
basketball was followed. An intentiural league in which al-
most fifty boys participated, was formed under the direction
of Principal Holley. Games were played twice a week during
the regular basketball season, and four times a week during
the period between the basketball and baseball seasons. Here
again, the boys act as officials, the principal being in
charge and acting as scorer. This case, as well as that of
Deerfield, shows that it is not necessary to have a large
number of teachers to carry on extra-curricular activities.
The Monson principal not only handles athletics, both boys 1
and girls*, has his teaching and official duties to per-
form as well as intermural basketball league to supervise,
but also has charge of dramatics and spends most of the
noon hour In attending to the recreation room.
At Hopkins, the inter-?lass basketball games are held
during intervals in the varsity schedule throughout the
year. These intervals are occasioned by breaks in the
varsity squad practices. Occasionally, the class games
are held as preliminaries to the varsity home basketball
games. In addition, basketball is occasionally played
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during the school day. This can be done since the schedule
for classes is so arranged by Principal James Reed that most
of the boys have free periods during the latter part of the
afternoon. This plan is also carried out in the spring with
baseball* Those who are not on the varsity baseball squad
receive instruction and play "scrub" games three or four
afternoons per week, weather permitting, during the free
periods previously mentioned* In soccer, a somewhat dif-
ferent plan is followed. Those who are not on the varsity
squed are given a ball and receive occasional coaching.
They play soccer among themselves on a portion of the
field not used by the varsity. Although they play only
a "scrub" game, by watching the varsity practices and
listening to the coaches, they receive a better under-
standing of the fine points of the game. By employing
the previous named methods, Hopkins provides athletics
for most all of the boys. Despite the fact that from
the standpoint of leisure education, too much attention
is devoted to the non-carry-over sports and to the boys,
these methods show how a school limited by lack of a
large teaching staff can enlarge its extra-curricular
program so as to include most of the student body.
Besides the sohools already mentioned as having
non-varsity baseball, Hardwick and Orange carry on non-
varsity baseball. Hardwick has a regular league com-
posed of various groups of boys in the school. Orange
has a brief class series at the end of the varsity
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season.
The data presented In this discussion of non-varsity
sports shows that but three of the nineteen schools studied
have very comprehensive, all-year programs of non-varsity
sports. Huntington, Hopkins and Hardwick are the schools.
Deerfield, New Salem, and Monson have well planned programs
in one sport, basketball. With the exception of these
schools, i.e., the six schools named in this paragraph, the
non-varsity programs of the schools studied are brief and
ill-planned affairs.
In order to get a clear picture of the extent of the
major sports program of the various schools studied, let
us now see how large a percentage of the boys are included
in the combined varsity and non-varsity programs of these
schools. To show this the following table has been com-
piled to show the total percentage of the boys partici-
pating In major sports as a result of the varsity and non-
varsity programs. These figures were obtained by combining
the participation percentages given in Table No. 3 and Table
No. 4.
TABLE NO. 5
Boys Participating in Major Sports as a Result
of the Varsity and Non-varsity Programs.
School
Foot-
ball Soccer
Basket
ball
Base-
ball Track
Sanderson
Hew Salem
Charlemont
Powers
4lfo
9&}i
69^
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Foot- Basket- Base-
School ball Soccer ball ball Track
Northfleld 40%
Williamsburg 32$ 30%
Chester 88% 34$
Huntington 91$ 70% 99%
Belchertown 20% 29%
Smith 25$ 20% 26$
Deerfield 26$ 58% 22%
Hopkins 95$ 75% 95$
Hardwick 50$ 50% 50% 20$
Monson 35$ 60% 25$
Arms 30$ 80% 25$ 25$
Orange 41$ 40$ 41%
Ware 18$ 24$ 13$ 10$
Amherst 28$ 24% 12% 5%
South Hadley 41.5$ 21.9$ 24% 10%
The above table shows that Hopkins, Huntington, and
Hardwick have a sport participation of 50$ or over in their
sport activities • Charlemont has over 50$ participation in
two sports* Six other schools have better than 50$ parti-
cipation in basketball
.
The discussion in this chapter has brought out the
fact that considerable time is devoted by the schools to
varsity athletics • In fact, the major emphasis of the
school programs is placed on varsity athletics. In order
to bring this fact out clearly, the following table has
been compiled* This table gives the amount of time de-
voted to the various activities on their programs by the
schools studied* The information set forth in this
table was obtained by interviewing the principals of
the schools studied*
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TABLE NO. 6
Amount of Time Devoted to the Various Activities by the
f
Schools
Athletics Drama— Music
bCuOO 1 Tr' a "hi VAt G.C* Band.
O 1\m *3 a «vnft t^S v\b ancierBon PO
New ofiiiH ton PO 40
Ton 20
Powers t on pn
40 10NOPoxll xexcL inn P0
on 40
40
Cnes^er 15
Huncinguon 260 10 40
Belchertown OOA 20 40
bmixn 320 10 40
40Deerfield -ton 20
30320 20 40 10 30
Hopkins 360 20 40 10 5
15Monson 340 20 20
Arms 340 10 1 40 30 30Orange 320 15 40 15
Ware 320 20 39
20Amherst 320 10 30 40 40
20South Kadley 320 50 35 40 30 20
Dan. Art Bask. A.I
.
25
40
40
35
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Araherst
South Hadley
10
10
60
60
120
30
30
10 60
10 30 40 120
40 120
10 60 120
10 40 40 40
40 60 120
20
40 120
20 120
60
Bulletin Board
Exhibit
20
The key to the above table is given on the following page.
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Key to Table No. 6
V.A.—Varsity Athletics
C.-Q. -Carry-Over Sports
CI. —Class
G.C.—Glee Club
Ore • —Orchestral
Dan.—Dancing
M.T.—Manual Training
H.E.—Home Economics
Bask • -Basketry
A.I,—Avocatlonal Interests
Ins t • -Ins trumental
The preceding table clearly shows that the major em-
phasis of the school programs is on varsity athletics be-
cause much more time is devoted to them than to any other
activities on the school program. The discussion in this
chapter has shown that varsity sports for the schools
studied are of the major sport type. In addition to show-
ing the time devoted to the various activities, the pre-
ceding table shows the scope of the activity programs of
the schools studied.
Having discussed boys' athletics, both varsity and
non-varsity, let us now turn to a discussion of athletics
for girls. We find that the programs for girls' athletics,
both varsity and non-varsity, are extremely limited. The
main emphasis is on basketball, as only one school has any
form of major athletics other than basketball for the girls.
The following table gives the per cent of girls parti-
cipating in both varsity and non-varsity athletics. These
percentages were arrived at from figures given by the
various principals.
C. Girls' Athletics
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TABLE NO* 7
Girls Participating in Major Si>ort8
Socoor
School Class
Sanderson
New Salon
Charlemont
Powers
Ilorthfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchortowi
Smith
Deorfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Moneon
Arras
Orange
ware
Amherst
South Hadley
The above table shows that the only varsity sport in
which the girls engage is basketball* Twelve of the schools
support teams that conpete with other girls* tear is. Five
more schools have internelass basketball for the girls*
Four schools that do have ^irls* varsity basketball have
class basketball for the girls* nine schools in all carry
on class basketball for the girls. One school. Arms Aca-
demy, has class soccer as part of its physical education
for girls* That is, team competition is held between the
girls during the physical education classes in the fall*
This brief discussion of girls' athletics clearly
shows that the girls receive but little attention in the
school* s athletic programs.
Basketball
Varsity Class
47J5
4l£
zx 40;;
m
a
*
H# 59£
2^
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SUMMART
The discussion in this chapter has shown that:
1. Five of the nineteen schools studied have varsity
football for the boys. Five other schools have
boys* varsity soccer teams.
2. Seventeen of the nineteen schools studied have
boys» basketball.
3. Seventeen of the nineteen schools have baseball.
4. Eight of the nineteen schools have boys* track
teams.
5. The average participation for the five schools
having football is 23.4$, the highest participa-
tion being 30$, the lowest, 18$.
6. The average participation for the schools having
boys* soccer teams is 31.8$, the highest being
46$, the lowest, 23$.
7. The participation for the boys* varsity basket-
ball is 24$ for the seventeen schools having
teams. But two schools have a higher participa-
tion than 33$
•
8. The average participation for the boys* varsity
baseball teams is 27.6$. Six schools have a
participation in this sport that ranges between
34$ and 69$, seven schools range between 22 and
30$, while four schools have less than 15$ par-
ticipation.
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9. Eight schools have varsity track for the boys,
their average participation being 23.8$.
10. The only varsity sport for the girls is basket-
ball. Twelve schools out of the nineteen studied
are represented by girls* teams in this sport.
The average participation for these schools is
2%.
11. Nine schools have non-varsity basketball for the
girla. Five of these nine schools do not have
varsity basketball for the girls
•
12. Five of the nineteen schools studied have some
form of non-varsity sports in the fall for the
boys. Two schools have touch-football, one,
football, and two, soccer. Twelve schools have
class competition or intermural basketball for
boys, while four schools have class baseball
competition for boys.
13. Various methods are in use in the schools to
give the non-varsity members a chance to par-
ticipate in major sports. These are: 1. Class
and intemiural competition; 2. Practice and "scrub"
games during free periods in the school day under
teacher supervision—used at Hopkins; 3* Partici-
pation in major sports during physical education
periods; 4. Use of varsity squad members to super-
vise and conduct non-varsity sports.
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14* Two of the nineteen schools ntudied have naop
sports activities for the boys in varsity and
non-varsity sports for the entire year. Hun-
tington and Hopkins are the schools* Hunting*
ton folloro the plan of a required participation
in lieu of physical education classes, while
IlopldLns has non-varsity sports participation
during free periods during the school day*
15* Three schools have a sports participation of
Njf or over in their combined varsity and non-
varsity programs—Hopkins* Huntington and
Hardvick*
CONCLUSION
As a result of the data presented in this chapter* it
is evident that varsity sports competition in the majority
of the schools steadied is lisdted to a snail percentage of
the students*
Also, it is evident that the non-varsity programs are
not as extensive as they should he* V/ell-planned* extensive
prograns of non-varsity sports for the boys are found in
only three of the nineteen schools rtudied.
It has also been shown that the main etiphasis of the
sports programs of the schools studied is placed on boys 1
athletics
•
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CHAPTER IV
MINOR SPORTS THAT TEND TO HAVE A GREAT CARRY-OVER
VALUE
The purpose of this chapter is to discus* minor sport,
as carried on in the schools studied, what the schools are
doing in this branch of athletics for both boys and girls
will be discussed, data being presented as basis of dis-
cussion.
Examples of carry-over athletics are: tennis, volley-
ball, golf, archery, swimming, fishing, hunting, and other
out-of-door sports. For the purpose of this survey, carry-
over sports were taken as including tennis, archery, hiking,
skating, skiing, tobogganing, showshoeing, badminton, hunt-
ing, fishing, golf, and volleyball. Obviously, there are
other sports that might be included in this classification.
But these seemed to the writer to include such forms as the
schools could best be interested in. In order to include
any forms of carry-over sports that might be omitted in
this classification, the principals were asked if their
school has any other activity that would come under this
heading other than those listed. It was not necessary to
make any additions.
Tables Nos. 7 and 8, which follow, give the percentage
of participation of the boys and girls in the various
schools studied in carry-over athletics. These figures
were taken from data arrived at after interviewing the
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principals of tho various schools.
TABLE NO. 8
Boys Participating in llnov Sports
Tobog-
School Tennis Archory Hiking Skating Skiing ganing
Sanderson
ITew Salem
Charlenont 30$ l#% 305S 30£
Towers
Northfield
Williatasburg
Cheater
Huntington
Belchortown
Smith 50^
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Monson
Arm
Orange 2*Q£
'are
Arlierst
South Hadley M£ 19^
Volley-
Snowshoeing Badninton Softball Oolf ball
Sanderson
Hew Salem
Charlexsont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester 10(#
Huntington
Belchertov/n
Smith Q2$>
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
tfdnson 0^ 5<g
Aras
Orange U.9/--
.are
Arnherst
South Hadley 12£ 3*9£S 9.Op
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TABLE NO. 9
Girls Participating in Minor Sports
School Tennis Archery Hiking Skating Skiing gantn^
Sanderson
New Salem
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Htmtington o erf
Belchertown ^
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
Orange *
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
Snowshoeing Badminton Softball Golf ball
67
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont 60$
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester QT7af
Huntington JgS
Belchertown * *
Smith 0,
Deerfield £8
Hardwick yt^
Hopkins
Monson
Arms Q-^r
Orange ^
Ware XXJb
Aroherst g5^South Hadley
10#5J£
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It will be noted from the above tables that few of the
schools have a very wide or varied program in this phase of
athletics. This is the first striking thing brought out by
these tables. The second very noticeable item is that the
school that is doing the wamt along these lines is not a
large school, but one of the sraallest; namely, Gharlemont.
ffaen we take into consideration that this school has but
four teachers, and but one of them a man, v/e have further
cause for surprise. Surely if such a small school may
even make an attempt to carry on a program in carry-over
sports, we may hope that in time all of the schools, no
matter how small, may have some sort of a program in these
activities which form such a valuable part of the athletic
program in leisure education planning.
Prom the tables, it will be noted that Orange High and
South Hadley High Schools have tennis for the boys. In this
sport they are represented in inter-scholastic competition,
having a regular schedule of games* Mr. Davis, principal of
Orange High School, said that a much more active interest in
tennis wss apparent on the part of the boys and girls since
they have had a tennis team representing the school. This
stimulated enoi^iiinterest so that the students are making
a decided demand for tennis courts on the school grounds.
At the present time, the school has no tennis courts,
private courts being borrowed for use of the team.
At Amherst, the school enters indirectly into tennis.
In the Pall, the girls have a tennis tournament, which is
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approved but not sponsored, by the school. That is, the
students conduct their own tournaments by permission of the
school authorities. The high school has no tennis courts
and the games are played on a private court. Prinoipal
Haskins, in commenting on tennis at Amherst, said that in-
terest in the tournament, while strong at the start, waned
after the tournament had proceeded for quite a while. In
his opinion, this was due to the fret that the faculty
took no native prrt in supervising the tournaments. He
believed that more interest might be manifested if the
faculty took a more active interest.
Monson end South Hadley High Schools have varsity
golf teoms. The extent of the school's supervision of
this sport is slight at I onson. Principal Holley asked
that those interested in golf and able to play report to
him on the town golf links at a certain time* Then he
picked out the foursome from the eight boys that re-
ported. After that the work of the team was carried on
by a student captain-manager, the principal's supervision
from then on being restricted to approving plans for con-
tests and trips, and acting in an advisory capacity.
In carrying on volleyball, various methods are used
by the schools that include this on their program* Chester
and rras included it in their physical eduction classes
for boys. Chester, Huntington. Deerfield, and Arms have
volleyball as part of their physical educ tion vrork for
girls. Orange, under supervision of Mr* Davis and Mr.
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Varney, Is attempting to introduce the sport by having
class games for both boys and girls • At Smith Academy
and Monson high school, the schools have set up outside
volleyball courts. The students use these during recess
periods and after school. No attempt Is made by the
school to get them to play the sport. This tends to
show that the furnishing of facilities to play with
often leads to participation. This statement is sub-
stantiated by the following facts. At Smith Academy,
volleyball was started four years ago. At this time
none of the students knew anything about the game, but
at the present time 62$ of the student body play volley-
ball. Monson installed the necessary equipment two years
ago. Here again, no attempt was made on the part of the
faculty to encourage participation. Yet, 50$ of the boys
at Monson play volleyball. Further proof is furnished by
the following facts: 30$ participation in tennis for boys
at Hopkins; 50$ participation in skating for the boys and
girls at Smith and 50$ participation in skating for the
girls at Charlemont; 30$ and 24$ participation, respective-
ly, for boys and girls at Charlemont In skiing. In all
these cases mentioned the schools furnish only the faci-
lities.
Mention has been made of the effort that Charlemont,
under the direction of Principal Klpp, is making in this
branch of sports. For the boys, the efforts are confined
to tennis and winter sports. The school has two tennis
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courts, and these ore used by the studenta as they see fit.
In addition, instruction is given then by one of the women
teachers. For the boys, this instruction comes as the op-
portunity arises. The girls receive teaching in the funda-
mentals of tennis as a part of their program which is car-
ried on by the woman teacher. Two afternoons per week,
after school, are devoted to the girls who wish it, and
they receive instruction in tennis, archery and badminton.
This program is carried out during the fall and spring when
the weather permits. In skating and the other winter sports
the students, under the supervision of the teachers, have a
rink and places to slide and ski on the school grounds.
These are made use of during the recess periods and after
school. In tennis, a tournament is held for the girls in
the fall, iledals are awarded to the winner and runner-up,
by Principal Kipp.
Hiking is a part of the program of physical education
for the girls at Huntington. Hikes are organized
under
seho 1 supervision. These occur on Saturdays
or holidays
In the fall and spring when possible. At Arms
Academy,
partial credit towards a school letter can be gained
by
the girls talcing hikes throughout the year.
Orange High
School endeavors to encourage hiking by an
annual Moun-
tain Day. Some Saturday in the fall, the pupils
who wish
to go are taken by truck to the half-way h
use on Mount
•tonadnock. From here, accompanied by Principal
Davis,
they climb the mountain. ttr. Bodworth of
the South Hadley
High School faculty organized a hiding club for the boys at
thet school. They take occasional hikes on Saturday through-
out the year*
Softball ie n minor sport that has become in crest favor
in the past few years for adults throughout the entire country.
Boys and girls are also interested. At South Kadley, softball
has been made en inter-class sport for both the boys and girls,
a regular schedule of games being played.
t Smith cademy, the school authorities furnish a place
for the students and townspeople to skate. This was done at
little or no expense to the town* A portion of the grammar
school plcy round was flooded by I volunteer group, headed
by the chairman of the school board, r. rthur Bardwell.
Lighting was furnished by attaching the desk lights that
hung over the teachers* desks to the windows in such a way
that they would throw light onto the playground. This en-
abled skating to be enjoyed during the evening aw well as
the dayti-se. Snow was removed by the town plow. This is
a good example of how, by cooperation of various croups In
the community, activities can be carried on that are a
benefit to the school and also to the town.
The discussion In this chapter has shown that:
1. Eight of the nineteen schools sttidied he ve some
form of minor spirts that tend to have a great
carry-over value on their urogram.
£• But one of the eight schools having a program in
minor sports promotes more than two activities
in this field of sports*
3* Methods used by the schools to carry on progress
in minor sports are:
1* Furnishing of equipment.
Mm Inclusion of skills in physical education
program*
3* Student supervision.
4* Teachers* stimulation of interest*
CONCLUSION
As the result of the data presented in this chapter,
it is concluded that but incidental attention is devoted
to ?rdnor sports by all but one of the schools tudied.
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CILVPTSR V.
VALUE OF ift&JOB ATHLETICS
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the value of
major sports as related to a leisure education program. By
the term major athletics Is meant those forms of athletic
games end activities for which the school awards a school
letter or Insignia for participation, and to which sports
the schools devote most of their attention. By varsity
athletics are meant those forms of athletic activities that
require the choosing of teams to represent the school in
contest with other schools.
Data presented in Chapter III shows that for the
sehools studied, football, soccer, baseball and track
are
the major sports. Football is carried on by five of the
nineteen schools studied. Soccer is maintained by
five
of the schools, while basketball and baseball
are sup-
ported by seventeen of the nineteen schools. At
eight
of the schools considered we find track teams.
ith the
exception of three schools, these are the only
forms of
varsity athletics, major or minor, that are indulged in
by
any of the schools considered in this study.
thletics ere no longer on trial as a phase
of school
r ctlvities, but are a well-established port
of the high
school program of extra-curricular
activities. Every prin-
cipal interviewed was of the belief that
athletics he ve a
definite place in the school program, and
that the value
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of athletics under correct supervision was not to be ques-
tioned. All m&rm of the opinion that competitive athletics
developed good sportsmanship, initiative, cooperation, leader-
ship
,
self-control Kid rnsscular control that could r.ot be
gained otherwise. However, all of the principals vera of the
op5jiion that those in control should be careful not to place
the vrong emphasis on r.thletlcr.. By -wrong emphasis is meant
that too uch importance is placed on rim i kwz and an
unsportsmanlike condxtct either encouraged or condoned. For
the most part, s uch better attitude towards athletics has
been manifested in high sobool circles of this section of
lete years than formerly.
We shall next consider the value of najor athletics
to determine whether they should have a place in a program
of leisure education to be carried on by the high schools.
Let us first consider what the resultant values are. These
are mostly of an indirect and intangible nature. In the
opinion of such authorities as Rogers, Nash and Lillians,
athletics develop the body and nind of the boys end girls
as no other phese of school activities do. The principals
Interviewed were also of this opinion. The atatenient ruade
by Principal Rood of Hopkins Academy is vorthy of atten-
tion. "Athletics develop an individual's responaivenoss
to stimuli to a narked degree. In my years of association
vrith higfr pchool students, I have noticed that the athlete
is rnuch quicker in responding to stimuli than the non-
athlete."
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In teaching the lessons of cooperation, sportsmanship,
and control, athletics, particularly major sports, are in-
valuable. This is the opinion of all of the principals and
superintendents interviewed by the author. Principal Kenyon
of New Salem Academy expressed the opinion of all of them
when he said, "Major sports are invaluable in teaching the
lessons of cooperation, of group action, and of sportsman-
ship. No other phase of school rctivities can teach these
previous named lessors as does athletic participation.*
Principal Proberger of Arm3 Academy said that one of the most
valuable results of major sports participation in particular,
and sports in general, is that they develop the sense of
sportsmanship as nothing else can. "The ability to play
hard end fair is c lesson that students learn on the athle-
tic field and not in the classroom," said Coach John Eal3och
of Sr&th Academy*
"Not only do athletics develop' sportsmanship, but they
develop and control the combative spirit. The ability to
fight against odds, to accept defeat an a part of the «;ame
are lessons that the athlete learns uilHtl easier and quicker
then the non-athlete." The foregoing quotation was made
by Dwight Davis, Principal of Orange High School,
In addition to the above statements of opinion, evidence
of the value cf athletics is furnished b; r Dr. Thisted*s study
previously referred to in the introduction. By his study, it
is shown that athletics develop helpful mental attitudes that
carry ov -r into adult life. The helpful mental attitudes
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that athletics develop were: "Collective Effort and Team
Play j A easiness. Coolness for Use Under Trying Conditional
Confidence, Courage; Initiative; Leadership; Physical Vigor
and the Value of Emotional Stress in the Pace of Competi-
tion,"
In regard to the discussion so far in this chapter, em-
phasis should he placed on the word "participation"
. Those
who participate receive the benefits from athletics. Those
who sit on the side lines and watch do not learn the lessons
of cooperation, of leadership, and of working with others.
They do not develop increased ruscular control, nor the
ability to fight against odds, to think quickly in emer-
gencies, or to rely on their own ability. True, those 1*10
witch may develop their lung power and their oiderstanding
of the game. i*ut in order to recoive the benefits result-
ing from athletics, one must participate in them. This
wakes it important to provide athletics for all who wish
to participate. Also, it is important that more be en-
couraged to participate. In Chapter III, it was shewn that
the schools studied are not providing athletics for all.
How to increase the opportunities for nore students to
participate in sport activities will be discussed in later
chapters
•
So far in this chapter, vio have discussed the values
of athletics from the standpoint of the Indirect carry-
overs to influence on later life. Now let us see whether
1. Thisted, "College Alumni Evaluate Intorwollegiate Athletics".
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major sports have any direct carry-over into later life in
the sense of participation* The primary elm of the leisure
education program is to so train an individual that he or
she will form interests and habits which will enable him
or her to make correct use of leisure time* Therefore, be-
fore considering the place of athletics in a leisure educa-
tion program, we must try to ascertain their carry-over
value*
Material as to the carry-over value of major sports is
limited. However, there is enough material to give a fair-
ly clear and accurate picture as to the extent of the carry-
over of major sports* The first material to be considered
comes from a report made by a committee for the national
Recreation Council. The following table shows this com-
mittee^ estimation as to the carry-over value of major
sports.
TABLE NO. 10
Carry-over Value of Major Sports
Activity Carry-over for Youth Carry-over for Middle Age
Track & Field Negligible J^J^SJ6
Football Negligible Negligible
Baseball Limited H*?!6?
Soccer Limited HmJif!
Basketball Limited Limited
Additional evidence is furnished by the following
table. The data was obtained from L'r. Bike f s study
1. Two Committee Reports on Leisure Time.
1
previously referred to.
TABUS ?J0. 11
Carry-over of College Major Sports Participation
Post-College ?er-
Aotivity College Participation tlclpation
Baseball 58.7<£ 8.4$
Basketball 4«.9£ 8.4£
Football 65;i 7.5<
Track £4*8£ l #l£
177 replies
A surrey conducted by the author shows that a majority
of the semi-pro and amateur baseball players in this sec-
tion do not participate after reaching the age of twenty-
five* The following table gives the results of this sur-
TABLS NO* 12
Participation of Baseball Players ccording to *ge
Players under £5 Players over £5
Organization years of age years of age
Franklin County League 90% 100
Hatfield Town Teas 1% £30
Hampshire Hampden League 850 150
Hadley 98£ £;S
TOTAL HO. 307 96
PER CENT 89*90 10.90
The data from the three preceding tables dearly shows
1. Bike, E. L. t "Contribution of College Intramural Activities
to Post-College Recreational Activities of .'illlams College
Graduates of Classes of 1920. 1925 and 1930."
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that there is but little direct carry-over into adult life
of major ©port participation*
Although there in tout little direct carry-over of major
sport participation into adult life, there is some indirect
carry-over resulting from such participation. Dr. Thisted,
In his previously referred to study* shovrs that habits cf
health and hygiene established through sports do carry over
into adult life to a large degree. Also, ?!r. Bike, in his
study previously mentioned, demonstrates the fact that once
a sufficient interest in athletic activities Is built up,
participation is of longer duration.
Hajor sports nay develop interests in other sports
which can be participated in In after school days. This
Is shorn by study of the softball teems in some of the
surrounding towis. f^he study was made by the author. Re-
sults of this survey are given in the folloiTing table.
TABIE |9
Softball Players Y3ho Played Baseball During
High School Age.
Played During High tot Played During
Name of League School Age High School Age
South Deerfield 33^ Mjf
Hatfield 74$ 26%
Hadley 9p£ 10fc>
ITortharapton 51 . 1$ 48«9£
TOTALS HO. 341 174
CENT 66.2$ 53."
In the above table, the do who had played baseball
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during higjh. school age was interpreted as meaning those who
had played with some organized baseball tea s* The majority
of these softball players enumerated in the preceding table
were over 25 years of age*
Cements of two of the leading organisers of softball
organisations in and around Northampton are worthy of men-
tion* Mr* H* Furgerson* organiser of the South Deerfield
softball league said* "The reason why the majority who
played softball in our league became interested was that
they were interested in baseball* and wanted to play* They
realised that they were too old to plar regular baseball*
Softball proved to be the noans of satisfying their desire
for baseball without incurring the ill effects that would
result from playing baseball at an advanced age*"
Mr* Herbert Purseglove* secretary of the ilorthanpton
softball league* when interviewed by the author said that
the reason why so nany sen in Northampton* 343*—all over
25 years of age—played softball was because they were in-
terested in regular baseball* While nany of these had not
played organised baseball during hi^i school age* they all
knew how to play baseball* Those that heal not played or-
ganized baseball during high school age had always wantod
to do so* This desire was raet by the softball league.
These two quotations typify the opinions of those con-
nected with softball organizations* The evidence pre-
sented in this connection tends to show that the skills
and interests developed in baseball during high school
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age carry over to establish on Interest and participation
in softball
Hajor sport participation establishes a spectator in-
terest \ihich does carry over into adult life* By this is
meant that participation in any of the major sport3 develops
an interest in then which 9 in adult life, is satisfied by
attending cesams in which the interest has been established.
The interests of the higfr school students nerit our
attention* Questionnaires were submitted by the author to
one thousand students of the smaller high schools studied*
These showed that a large per cent of the students were in-
terested in major sports* In respect to the figures which
are given in the following table 9 it should be renenbered
that 50^ of the students attend schools that do not support
soccer teens and that of the students considered in the
questionnaires go to schools that do not have football*
TABUS NO* 14
Student Interests in Ilajor Sports
Activity Boys Girls
Soccer 66*^ 19 *2$
Football 67.J# 10*3^
Basketball 77.2^ 06*5^
Baseball 77.$; 34. a,;
Track 29.6J2 7.Q£
In the above tables the questionnaires numbered 500
each for the boys and girls*
Let us now consider whether or not major sports should
be included in a program of leisure education for the snail
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hlgh school. e have shown that raajor sports do not have
very nuch direct carry-over into adult life* Therefore,
the najor sports shxnild not be included in a program of
leisure education*
tthile najor sports have no place in a progran of lei-
sure education, it would be difficult to exclude than from
the school r>rogrmw m Thla is because najor sports have
come to play such an Important part in the activities of
the high school* Also* as has been shown in this chapter*
najor athletics give valuable training to the participants
and help establish worth T/hile mental attitudes and health
habits that do carry over into adult life*
The evidence presented in this chapter has shown that
najor sports have but little direct carry-over into adult
life* It has also been shown that athletics form valuable
nental attitudes that do carry over into adult life* It
was also demonstrated that najor sports help to establish
physical habits of health and physical fitness, and in-
terests in sport participation that carry over into adult
life*
CONCLUSION
In light of the evidence presented in this chapter*
it is concluded that major sports do not have a place in
a program of leisure education*
CHAPTER VI
value of iznm SPORTS
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the value of
minor sports relative to prog**"1 °* leisure education. By
rinor srorts is meant those forms of athletics which the
schools do not regard as being of major importance.
In Chapter V, it was shown that major sports have but
little direot carry-over into Inter life participations. Now
let us consider the carry-over value of 'inor sports in terms
of adult firticip? tion. The first evidence to be presented
is from arterial taken from the previous-mentioned committee
report on leisure time. Table Ho. 15 which follows gives
the data as to the carry-over value of minor sports.
ctivity
Tennis
Golf
;>v;i ; inz
Archery
Badminton
Horseshoe
Ice Skating
Skiing
Snowshoelng
Volleyball
Boxing
Wrestling
Fencing
TABLE NO. 15
Carryover Value of " inor Sports
Carry-over Values
for Youth
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Limited
Negligible
Negligible
Limited
Carry-over Values
for Tiiddle ge
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Considerable
Limited
Negligible
Negligible
Limited
In addition to this material, evidence to show that
1. Two Committee Reports on Leisure Time.
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the minor sports have a high carry-over value is given by
1
data extracted from Mr* Bike's thesis which is given in
the following table:
TABLE WO. 16.
Comparison of College Participation
To Post-College Participation
Participated Post-College Par.
Activity in College ticipation
Swimming 31. 6% 50. 0^
Golf 22. 6fo 50.<$
Tennis 37.$ 39.8?£
Volleyball 11 . 7>%
Hiking 3.9^ 25.9%
Pishing 0.0^ 13. 0£
Boxing 7.9% 1 #
177 replies
These two tables show that all of the minor sports,
with the exception of Volleyball, Boxing, Wrestling and
Fencing, have considerable carry-over into adult life.
Prom Table No. 16, which gives comparison of college par-
ticipation with post-college, v/e see that all of the minor
sports listed except volleyball and boxing have a partici-
pation increase after college. The carry-over from college
participation in all but the two excepted sports is complete
This agrees with the evidence presented in the preceding
table. An examination of the two tables show that the
minor sports that are not considered as having ^uch of a
1. E. L. Bike's Thesis
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carry-over into adult life are wrestling, boxing, fencing
and volleyball. The reason given why "boxing and wrestling
hare so little carry-over value is that they are strenuous
sports, too much so for adults. Unless an individual is in
very good condition, participation in them is dangerous.
Fencing is also too strenuous. In addition to this, it is
not a popular sport in America. Volleyball is a team game.
In order to play a group of eight players must be assembled.
Also, volleyball requires a court, net and ball. Such faci-
lities are open to but those few who have access to a gym-
nasium or well-equipped playground.
In the opinion of many leading experts, minor sports
form a valuable part in an individual's leisure time. "To
offset the strain and rush of modern life, to promote na-
tional health and sound citizenship, to overcome some of the
ill effects of present-day machine industry, and to provide
a happier, richer community life, it is necessary to make
provision for opportunities for wholesome constructive
1
recreation. • In this provision for wholesome recreation,
minor sports play an important part. "Games and sports
furnish a natural, enjoyable and valuable type of activity
for the young and a bright spot in life for adults. One
of the reasons that the brightness and zest go out of
life for many men and women between the age of 30 and 40
is that they forget how to play. One of the greatest
%m Disrali, as quoted by A. G. Spalding catalog #x-10, 1928,
Page 36.
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needs today is for greater enphasls upon the snail group
ganos which can be continued by nen and women after they
1
graduate from school. n Mr. Carl Schrader, Director of
Physical Education, Massachusetts State Department of Edu-
cation, said in an interview v/ith the author that the ninor
sports of youth ore the najor sports of after-school days.
Hash, prominent authority on Physical Education, says
in substance in his book "Spectatoritis" that what is
needed in America today is nen and v/orien in active sports
participation. They need to bo taken out of the grand-
stand and put in the field. This can be done by teach-
ing then to play ninor sports that have a carry-over
value.
This discussion shows the importance of ninor sports
in the field of recreation. In order to have i inor sport
participation in adult life, the rudiments rust be taught
during youth. "Training in the ninor sports that tond to
have a groat carry-over value will enable one to partici-
pate in after-school days. By being Introduced to a wide
variety of games and developing average skill in then, an
individual has a sound basis for later athletic participa-
tion. This is a condition that is needed for a carry-over
interest, for rarely does an adult become interested in any
form of sport unless he has learned the rudiments of it in
childhood and youth. Therein lies the importance of school
1. J. R. Young, "Psychological Objectives in Physical loca-
tion" .
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pronotion of a wide variety of athl tic activities that can
be continued after one's school days are over."
SUMMARY
This discussion shows the importance of minor sports
in later-life activities, and the importance of introducing
individuals during high school age to a wide variety of the
minor sports that have a large carry-over value. Therefore,
minor sports deserve a rlac© in the leisure education pro-
grama of the smaller high schools.
1. J. B* Hash, "Spectatoritis", p. 157.
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CHAPTER VII
HANDICAPS ATTENDANT TO AN ENLARGEMENT OP THE SPORTS
PROGRAM BT THE SCHOOLS STUDIED
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the handi-
caps that must be overcome in order for the schools sur-
veyed to enlarge their sports program
•
In the preceding chapter, it was shown that minor
sports should be included in a program of leisure educa-
tion. This means that the athletic programs of the schools
studied would have to be enlarged to include the minor
sports that tend to have a great carry-over value. Various
problems present themselves when we come to consider how
this can be done. In this chapter, the attendant problems
will be discussed and in the succeeding chapter, an attempt
will be made to show how the problems presented can be
solved.
The problems that present themselves when we consider
an enlargement of the sports program night aptly be termed
handicaps. They are lack of time, lack of supervisors for
the added athletic work, small teaching staffs, and limited
facilities.
First, let us consider the handicap entitled lack of
time. By lack of time is meant the meager amount of extra
time in the school day. Most of the school day is occupied
either in recitations or in study periods. It was found
that most school days are divided into seven periods, and
that each pupil has on an average four recitation periods
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per day* This would loavo each pupil 9 on the average , three
study periods. Sorae of this tirae night be used to enlarge the
sports progwcu This possibility will be discussed under a
later division of this chapter* ^he only other time available
would be after school. Here we run into a severe obstacle in
the busses* By this is neant that nany of the pupils leave
after school on busses* In order to enlarge their program to
any great extent, something nust be done about the busses*
The following table gives the tine school closes , tine busses
leave, and the per cent of the students leaving on the busses
for each school.
TABLE NO. 17
Busses
School Closes Bus Leaves
Sanderson 2:25 No Bus
Now Salem 2:25 3:10
Powers 2:20 3:00
llorthfield 2:20 2:23
Charlemont 3:30 3:30
Williamsburg 3:00 3:00
Belchertown 3:00 3:00
Chester 3:00 3:00
Smith 3:00 3:00
Huntington 3:00 3:00
Deorfield 3:10 3:10
Hardwick 2:45 2:45
Hopkins 2:30 2:30 & 3:30
Ilonson 2:40 3:50
Arms1 1:30 1:30 & 2:00
Orange2 1:45 1:45
Ware 1:20 1:20
Amherst 2:23 2:30, 2:45 ft 3:00
South Hadley 2:25 2:30
number Leaving
84£
50£
50^
S%
79?>
60£
3#
50^
35%
52#
GO, j
2& & io;i
60^'
GO£
20$
13£
54£
2fy
1.
2.
Arms, each bus returns for second trip two afternoons a
week.
Omnge, Wednesday afternoons busses leave at 4:00.
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The preceding table shows that In all but three of the
schools listed, the percentage of students leaving on the
busses is over 3C • Ten of the schools have over 50$ of
their students leaving by bus* At eleven of the schools
listed, the busses leave Immediately after school closes.
At one other school, Amherst, there are three busses, the
first of which leaves immediately after school and the
other two within half an hour of the first. Obviously, for
the majority of the schools, If the sports program Is to be
enlarged, the busses must leave at some other time. At Arms
Academy, the busses are required to come back for a second
trip twice a week. At Orange, the busses stay till four
o'clock or two and a quarter hours after school closes.
Mr. Davis, Principal of Orange High School, said that this
was done so as to give those leaving on the busses an op-
portunity to participate In extia-curricular activities.
However, the schedule for these days is so crowded that no
more activities could be included than they now have. At
Hopkins Academy, Principal Reed has the busses make a
second trip.
At first glance, it might seem possible for the
schools to follow a similar plan to that used at either
Hopkins, Arms, or Orange. But for most of the schools It
would be impossible to do so, as the busses carry grammar
school children as well as higjti school children. To change
the bus schedules for the high schools would necessitate
changing them for the grammar schools also.
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That changing of the bus schedules might be difficult
is shown by an incident that occurred in Ashfield. Principal
Vose said that they have no busses at Sanderson Academy.
"This in spite of the fact that approximately 50$ of our pu-
pils live more than two miles away from school* Several of
the students walk as much as ei^at to ten miles per day in
order to pet to school and back. Busses are really a neces-
sity for us* We have tried to get them several times, but
have been unable to do so* Among the reasons advanced for
not having busses, the principal one was that if we had
.
busses, the pupils riding on the bus would endanger their
health by standing around waiting for the bus on cold and
rainy days." At first glance this might seem to be beside
the point* But a similar attitude on the part of the towns-
people is unfortunately one that would be met if any change
was made in the school program.
In interviewing the principals of the various high
schools, most were of the opinion that the busses leaving
as they do was not a handicap to those now in athletics*
But in order to enlarge the programs of athletics* major
or minor, it would be necessary to find some solution of
the bus problem* The reason why the principals did not
think that athletics were handicapped by so many leaving
on the busses was that sufficient interest on the part of
the coach or pupils enables the players to stay after the
bus leaves* That is, the students now playing the various
sports would find a way to get home after practice or else
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the coach would take them home. But all but three of the
principals were of the opinion that the limit of the number
who could stay after busses left was reached. Therefore,
despite the interest factor, it would be necessary to change
the bus schedule to increase the participation to any great
extent—or so it would seem at first glance.
Another phase of the lack of time problem, and another
handicap, is the fact that the time of the coaches after
school is largely taken up with varsity squad practice. The
following table gives the schools having fall sports, number
of weeks practice, and hours per week of practice.
TABLE NO. 18
Practice Length of Pall Sports
Hours practice
Sport No. weeks practice per week
Sanderson Track 5 10
Charlemont Track 5 10
New Salem Soccer 8 5
Smith Soccer 10 10
Deerfield Football 10 10
Hopkins Soccer 10 10
Monson Soccer 10 10
Arms Football 10 10
Track 5 (*)
Orange Soccer 10 10
Amherst Football 10 10
South Hadley Football 10 10
Track 5 10
Ware Football 10 10
Hardwick Track 5 10
It will be noted from the above table that all the
schools except Powers, Williamsburg, Chester, Belchertown,
Huntington, and Northfield have fall sports.
(#) Host of the track men are on the varsity football club.
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During the winter all but two schools, Hardwick and
Northfield* have varsity basketball teams • The basketball
season is ten weeks long and the coaches spend on an average
of ten hours per week with their basketball squads* In the
spring, all but two schools have baseball. Here again, the
season is about ten weeks long and the average practices
average ten hours per week* Obviously, the coaches have
but little extra time to spend other than with the varsity
squad*
The extent to which the coach's time is occupied with
the varsity squad becomes a nore serious handicap when we
consider the smallness of the teaching staff* On examina-
tion, the abilities of the teachers to conduct various athle-
tic activities for each school are limited* The following
table gives the number of teachers per school and the num-
ber able to supervise the various sports,
TABLE NO. 19
Teachers Able to Supervise Athletic Activities
No, of Major Outing Winter
Teachers Sports Tennis Bad. Arch. Golf Club Sports
M W M W M W M W 1 W H W M W H W
Sanderson 3 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
New Salem 3 2 3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 1 3 1
Charlemont 1 3 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Powers 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Williamsburg 1 3 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
Chester 3 2 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
Huntington 3 4 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 0
Belchertown 2 5 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Smith 3 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 3 1 3 1
Deerfield 4 6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Hopkins 3 4 3 2 2 2 1 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
Hardwick 3 4 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
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ilonson l l 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 l 0 1 0
Arcffl 5 6 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 0 2 3
Orange G 6 4 2 5 2 1 1 1 1 3 0 2 2 1 1
Haro 5 9 3 2 3 2 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0
Anherst 6 12 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Abbreviations: LI—Hen, W—•Wonen* Bad—Badminton # Arch—Archery.
The above table shows that the number of teachers able to
supervise athletics is extrenely snail* These figures were ob-
tained from the various principals* In considering this table
in light of the table which gives the length of fall practices,
we see that in only six schools can two additional nan be avail-
able for increasing the najor sports program* as in every case
the coach is included In the preceding as able to supervise
major sports* Five scho Is have one nan besides the coach able
to help out with athletics* The situation is even rore serious
when we consider the teachers able to assist in minor sports.
In examining the preceding table * we mist bear in mind that in
every case those listed us able to teach minor sports include
the an and woman coach* Tho result is that besides the
coaches* eight schools would have teachers able to supervise
tennis* Four of there eight schools would have two teachors
availoble and one school four teachers besides the coaches.
In badminton*, two schools would have two teachors besides
the coaches that would be able to instruct in this* For
archory, two schools would have soneone besides the coach
able to carry on classes* Golf finds six schools with
teachers besides the coaches able to play and instruct.
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All but one of these schools have two besides the coach, and
that school has five, in addition to the coach, able to help
out with golf • Outing Club and winter sports activities find
six schools with teachers besides the coaches able to assist
in these sports • This shows that there is a decided lack of
the necessary teachers to enlarge the sports program to any
great extent.
So far in this discussion, we have considered the handi-
caps that come under the headings of lack of time and lack
of teachers* Now let us see what facilities the schools have
for carrying on the athletic phase of a leisure education pro-
gram* The following table gives the resources of the various
schools as far as athletic fields and courts are concerned.
In this table, the number of various athletic fields, courts,
etc., will be indicated by numerals under the various head-
ings. The letter ,! P ,! will be used to signify possible faci-
lities under the various headings.
TABLE NO. 20
Athletic Facilities at the Schools
CQ
-P
iH S HH ft iHH H at CO ^ CtiH & M O rO
g U m +3 CQ >> 0 -p
<D CD •H <D CD & ft CDP O CD M d Xi «H iH •p 1 M
o O CQ CQ
§
O H rH -P CO
o O 05 U O O •H 0 cd
£4 CO pp EH <4 c5 > 0 fq
Sanderson 1 1 1 1 P P P P P P
Charlemont 1 1 1 1 2 1 P P 1 1
New Salem 1 2 2 1 2 P P P P 1
Powers 1 1 1 1 P P P P 1 P
Williamsburg 1 1 1 1 1 P P P P P
Chester 1 1 1 1 2 P P 1 P P
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Huntington llllPPPppp
BeIchertown llllPPPppp
Smith 1221Pppipp
Deerfield 222lpppipp
Hopkins 22212ppppp
Hardwiek llll PPPppp
Monson llllPPPlpp
Arms 122ipppipp
Ware 1111PPP2 PP
Orange 1121PPP1PP
Amherst 1
South Hsdley 11112P12P1
The above table shows that all the schools, except one,
have athletic fields. All of these fields could be developed
so as to include the minor sports* This does not mean that a
full nine-hole golf course could be installed, but putting
greens and clock- golf courses could be installed* On all of
the fields, with the exception of Belchertown, Charlemont and
Sanderson, there would be room enough for two groups to prac-
tice at once on all of the out-of-door major sports fields.
Of the schools having basketball courts, all except eight
(New Salem, Hopkins, Ware, Amherst, Arms, Orange, Chester
and Deerfield) use the town hall to play basketball in.
These cannot be used as freely as could the floors owned
by the schools. This is due to necessity of the town floors
being used by other organizations than the school.
The discussion in this chapter shows that serious handi-
caps to the enlargement of the sports program are such fac-
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tors as lack of time and lack of teachers
•
SUI-KARY
The findings in this chapter show that fourteen of the
seventeen schools listed have 30^ or over of their students
leaving by busses. Ten of these fourteen schools have over
5(%o of their students leaving by bus.
Twelve of the listed schools have busses leaving imme-
diately after school*
The majority of the coacte1 time is spent with varsity
squads.
Five schools have one teacher with which to enlarge the
sports program from the standpoint of teacher supervision.
Six of the seventeen schools have two extra teachers for this
purpose
All these schools, but two, have the necessary fields to
increase their sports participation in football, baseball,
and soccer. All but two schools have basketball floors
available for them, eight of which are in the school build-
ings.
CONCLUSION
As a result of the data presented in this chapter, it
is concluded that the handicaps attendant to an enlargement
of the sports program by the schools studied are lack of
time, lack of supervisors for the added athletic work, small
teaching staffs, and limited facilities.
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(2IAPTER VIII
METHODS OP SOLVIIK* THE HANDICAPS ATTEHDAIiT TO
THE EHIAIBEHEHT OF TIIE ATHLETIC PROGRAMS
In the preceding chapter it vms shown that the schools
have several handicaps to overcone in order to enlarge their
activity programs. These were: limited tine, United faci-
lities and snail teaching staffs. However, these handicaps
are not as serious as night seen, because the various carry-
over sports need not all be offered at the sane time. This
means that fewer supervisors are necessary, loss space and
time is required, to carry out a program of carry-over sports
thmi If they were all offered at one tine. The discussion of
the various net' ods in this chapter will attenpt to show that
by their adoption, the schools can enlarge their athletic
prograns to include the carry-over sports.
The first subject to be discussed is how the schools
can find the necessary tine and supervisors to include the
carry-over sports in their prograns . In the chapters that
dealt with the major and ninor sports, several nethods that
are used by the schools to increase their sport participa-
tion were mentioned. These suggest ways and means whereby
the schools roay find the necessary time and supervisors to
include the carry-over sports in their prograns. The fol-
lowing nethods will be discussed in order:
1, Carrying on of sports progran during the recess
periods.
2. Uinor sports carried on during intervals in the
varsity najor sports schedule.
3. Use of students to supervise activities*
4. Furnishing of equipment*
5. Inclusion of skills in physical education periods.
6. Teacher encouragement
.
7. Sports activity period provided by:
Curriculum planning
Shortening of the class periods by a few minutes
Rearrangement of the bus schedules
The method of using the recess and noon hour periods for
minor sports is one that all the schools could use to advan-
tage. This plan is already in use in three of the schools*
Deerfield High School carries on a schedule of intranural
basketball during the noon hour in the winter* Charlemont
High School uses the recess periods to give occasional in*
struction in tennis and archery. i>urlng the winter, sone
of the students engage in winter sports on the school
grounds during tho recess and noon hour. At & ;lth Acaderiy
these periods are utilised for volleyball and out-of-door
basketball. The use of this plan merely neans that the
school provide the necessary facilities and supervision.
Intervals in the varsity najor sport schedules also
provides tine for the carrying on of the ninor sports.
For example, in between the football or soccer season and
basketball season, there are a few weeks that night be
used to promote the ninor sports.
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v/here there are no teachers to supervise a sport, stu-
dents mlgbt be used. This plan is follov/ed at Deerfield in
their intramural basketball league* Members of the varsity
squad act as referees and scorers* The entire nanagonent of
the league is in their hands, with advice given by the teach-
ers when necessary* Students also run the tennis tournaments
at Charlemont and Amherst Hi(£i Schools* The coif team at
: Ionson is run by a student nanager-coach# Students could
very wm\\ be put in charge of most of the ninor sports*
The providing of equipment and a place to play works
out very well with the minor sports* For example, at Smith
Academy, Principal Burke had a volleyball court built in
back of the school* A volleyball and net were purchased*
These, the boys and girls were allowed to use during recoss
period* and after school* No atterupt was made to encourage
the pupils to play or teach theia to play* Yet 62^ of the
boys and of the girls learned to play volleyball* At
Hopkins, two tennis courts are provided* Here, over 40£*
of the pupils learned to play tennis* The figures are:
boys, 42$; girls, 43^* These figures tend to show that
the furnishing of equipment in the minor sports is an aid
to promoting participation in them*
The fundanontal skills of the suinor sports that have
a carry-over value could bo taught during the physical edu-
cation period* Seven of the schools studied have some form
of physical education class work for their students* Five
of the schools have physical education classes for both the
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boys and the girls, while two additional schools hare physical
education classes for the girls. Only two of the schools stu-
died hare regular physical education instructors, the other
physical education classes being taught by teacher-coaches.
Such games as tennis, archery, golf, and volleyball are
minor sports that form a possible basis for the teaching of
these fundamental skills in physical education programs. In
the case of golf, it would not be necessary to have a regular
golf course to teach the fundamental skills. By employing
the athletic fields and modified golf, fundamental skills of
putting and rarious other shots could be taught without hav-
ing a golf course. This is done at the Massachusetts State
College in Freshmen and Sophomore physical education classes.
The plan of teaching the fundamental skills of minor sports
that hare a carry-over value is carried on to a great extent
in the Springfield (Mass.) schools* Miss Evans of the Spring-
field Physical Education Department said, when interviewed,
that in the case of golf and tennis they have had remarkable
success in teaching the skills of these sports. This suc-
cess was measured by a survey made of the players on the
local public golf and tennis courts. Many of those, in fact
the majority, using the Springfield public golf and tennis
facilities, were found to be those who had learned the fun-
damental skills in the school system.
Much can be done by the teachers to encourage participa-
tion in the minor sports where it is possible to use no other
method. The hiking club, organised by Mr. Bosworth at South
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Hadley High School, and the ski and snowshoe hikes, organized
by Principal Davis of Orange High School, show how the teachers
can encourage sport participation. The author had a practical
demonstration of this at New Salem. One afternoon the author and
a friend used the athletic field to practice golf driving shots
.
We said nothing to any of the boys about it. Soon we had a
large group of boys watching us. Before long, they wanted to
try to hit the golf ball themselves. After that, we were be-
sieged by the boys with demands "to play golf" with them.
Several of the boys became quite skillful and three of them
have become ardent golfers.
By having an occasional sports period, the fundamental
skills of the various minor sports could be taught where it
was found necessary for the teachers to instruct the pupils,
and no other method could be used to provide the time. The
time for this sports period could be obtained in one of three
ways. The first method is that used by Principal Reed at
Hopkins. The schedule of classes is so planned that most
of the boys have free periods the last period of the day.
Boys not on the varsity squads are taken in charge by one
of the men teachers who is also free at this time. Under
his direction, the boys engage in informal games. This
plan could be used to provide time to teach the skills of
the minor sports. Rotation of periods so that the girls
would also have free periods occasionally would allow them
to enjoy this opportunity also.
Another method of time provision would be to shorten
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each class a few minutes and use the extra time thus obtained
for instruction in minor sport skills. This is done at Smith
Academy to provide time for various activities.
Still another method is possible. One reason why it is
difficult to enlarge the present programs of the schools is the
fact that so many students leave on the busses. By having the
busses either return or stay occasionally, an extra period is
provided. This method is used at Arms Academy and Orange High
School. Occasional use of these three methods provides time
for minor sport instruction, without detracting over-much from
the regular class studies. These methods enable instruction
to be given in the minor sports skills where there are only
a few teachers able to do this. Table No. 19 on page 78
shows that most of the schools have at least one teacher
able to instruct in the skills of the minor sports.
The various methods described to provide the necessary
time and supervisors to carry on a minor sports program are
in use in the various schools studied^ in one form or another.
Which one of these methods would be most practical for the
individual school depends on local conditions. However, by
use of one, or a combination of sevoral, of the methods de-
scribed much can be done to promote the minor sports.
So far, this discussion has been concerned with the
matter of supervisors and time. Now, facilities and
equipment will be considered. The table on page 80 shovra
that most of the schools studied either have the necessary
facilities or can have them to curry on a minor sports
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progrrm. This last means that the schools h <ve the neces-
sary space to install facilities listed as possible, <7here
the schools do not have the facilities, community cooperation
will often make them available* At Orange and Amherst High
Schools, tennis courts are loaned by townspeople for the stu-
dents 1 use. I/onson and South Hadley High Sc tools use the
local country club golf courses for their golf teams. In
Chapter IV, mention was made of how community interest pro-
vided a skating rink at Smith Academy*
here the schools do not have, and cannot obtain equip-
ment for the TTiinor sports, community interest might prove a
means of obtaining said equipment. The equipment for
archery, badminton and tennis at Charlemont High School was
provided by an interested felloe townsman. Also, fourteen
of the schools studied are allowed ,100 per year in the
town budget for athletic equipment. Provision of minor
sport equipment would be more legitimate from the leisure
education viewpoint than varsity sport materials. This
might help the schools obtain the necessary equipment for
the ™inor sports.
Besides providing instruction and equipment, the
schools can do much to promote the minor sports by con-
tests of the inter-school type* The discussion in Chap-
ter TV has mentioned the varsity golf and tennis teams
maintained by several of the schools. Inter-school con-
tests re possible also in several of the other sports.
An inter-school winter carnival would give the students a
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chance to compete in the various winter sports. If it were
thought inadvisable to have inter-school winter sports con-
tests because of the lack of experience in these sports,
inter-school "play days" would he worth while. By "play
day" is meant school-sponsored winter carnivals where the
members compete* not as schools hut as individuals, or as
members of informal teams whose com, csition consists of a
few representatives from each school* Then, competition
is on a basis of team A, B, etc., not Smith Acadergr, Hop-
kins Academy, or seme other school.
Occasionally, "mail meets" might prove of value.
Archery is particularly adaptable to this type of inter-
school contest. This is done at Greenfield High School.
This method entails hut little expense. The teams com-
peting have their team members shoot an agreed upon num-
ber of times. The score for each member is computed.
Then, the results of the team's score are mailed to the
other school or schools. The winners are determined
after comparison of the scores. Within-the-school con-
tests can be of the nature of tournaments, class team
competition and carnivals. Since these are of the same
type as has been described, no further discussion will
be necessary.
The discussion in this chapter sets forth various
ways of enlarging the athletic programs to include
minor sports that tend to carry over in spite of the
handicaps. It is not so much a matter of finding
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additional teachers and time* as It is a natter of risking tho
best use of the time, teachers and facilities that the schools
now have* Y/here the teachers are interested and enthusiastic
,
luch can be done, no natter how great the obstacles* This is
shown by the exanples of Charloaont and Ilonaon* Here the
teachers are interested and have efficient leadership in the
persons of Principals Kipp and nolley* As a result, a
varied number of activities is carried on in these two
schools, despite numerous handicaps*
SOWIART
In this chapter, x?e have discussed various methods that
can be used to enlarge the sports program in spite of such
handicaps as lack of time* sr.allness of school faculties and
lack of equipments
The various methods of overcoming the mentioned handle
caps are:
ft* Carrying on of sports program during the recess
periods*
2* Minor sports carried on during intervals in the
varsity najor sports schedule*
3* Use of students to supervise activities*
4* Furnishing of equipment •
5* Incltision of skills in physical education class
periods.
6* Teacher encouragetnent*
7* Sports activity provided by*
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Curriculum planning
Shortening of tho class periods by a few ninutos
Rearrangement of the bus schedules
CONCLUSION
The discussion In this chapter shows that despite handi-
caps, the athletic programs of tho schools nay he enlarged by
employing ono or a combination of several of the methods dis-
cussed in tills chapter*
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CHAPTER IX
CREATIVE ARTS
—DRAMATIC
S
So far, we have discussed the athletic activities of the
various schools studied f their value, and place in a leisure
education program. Although athletics form an important part
of the extm-curricular program of the schools and deserve a
place in a leisure education program, they are not the "whole
story" by any means. The non-athletic activities are just as
important as the athletic in a well-planned leisure-time pro-
gram* As one grows older, athletic activities occupy less
and less time from the standpoint of participation and the
non-athletic activities become of greater importance from
the standpoint of participation. In this and the succeed-
ing chapters, the discussion will be concerned with the cre-
ative arts and other non-athletic activities.
Before proceeding with the discussion of the various
activities that are to be included under the heading of
Creative Arts, a few definitions are necessary. By Cre-
ative Arts is meant those pursuits or activities that re-
quire, on the part of the participant^ the making or ex-
pression of something that is beautiful or appeals to the
taste. Activities that come under the heading of creative
arts are: dramatics, rmsic, dancing, handicraft, art
—
painting, drav/ing and the like. This does not include
such activities as bird or nature study, local history,
physiography, gardening and other studies. While these
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pursuits are similar to those classified as creative arts,
in that they are carried on mainly as "hobbies" or avoca-
tions, they differ slightly in the sense that such activi-
ties may not be the "production or expression of something
beautiful." Therefore, these last-named activities will
be discussed under the heading of studies tending to de-
velop hobbies.
The first one of the Creative Arts to be discussed will
be dramatics. The procedure followed in the preceding dis-
cussion will be followed here. That is, (a) what the schools
are doing in this activity; (b) what they have the resources
to do; (c) value of dramatics, or the activity under discus-
sion whatever it may be; (d) place in a leisure education
program, will be the order of the discussion in this and
succeeding chapters.
a. The following table gives the per cent of participation
for the various schools in dramatics.
DRAMATICS
TABLE 110. 21
Participation in Dramatics
School Boys Girls
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
20?0 20$
52^
not
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester 12$
38^Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
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Be: 3 Girls
Deerfield 16^ IS*
Hardwick 4<$ 4tto
Hopkins 32£ 325b
lonson 2(# jg$
15* 22^
Amherwt 1C£ 12%
South Hadley % 12$
Percentages from figures
obtained from Principals
It will be noted from toe preceding table that but
three schools have more than s 32$ participation in drsna-
tics for both boys «nd girls* For the boys, ei^at schools
have a per cent of 20 or less, four schools have a per-
centage of 32 9 and two, of 3? . For the girls, the figures
show that nine of the schools have a participation of 20fJ or
less, two schools have 32^ and one, 33$ participation in
dramatics* The average participation for the boys is 24 m%
and for the girls, 22.d$>+ Thus, we see that but three of the
schools have a third or more of the boys and girls taking
part in dramatics, six other schools have nearly, or do
have, a third of the boys participating in dramatics, while
three schools have nearly a third—two, 32^ | one, 33^—of
the girls in dramatics* In other words, nine schools have
nearly a third of their boys, and six schools have a third
of their girls participating in dramatics
•
Now let us see what methods the various schools use
to promote dramatics* The first method to be discussed
will be that of the dramatic club* Two schools--Amherst
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and v;are~have drmaatic clubs. At v.'are, pupils wishing to
take part in dramatics Join tho dramtic club. The club
gives two plays per year* Members of the club my "try
out" for these. In addition to these plays, the students
in the variolas English classes dramatize various sections
of the books that they have for assigned reading and for
outside reading. These dramatisations are presented by
the pupils in class. Principal Greenfield is of the
opinion that this work is very beneficial to the pupils
in that they receive training in dramatics that they would
not otherwise receive $ and also, that it increases their
interest in literature.
The draraatic club at Anhorst is a part of the club
work carried on at that school under the direction of
Principal Haskins. The umbers of the club are divided
into groups. Each group has charge of an assembly pro-
rrrxu MMfeiS I M MPt ^la;? $ s"it, ov MM oU-ov prolan
appropriate to the occasion is presented. In addition
to this, the club members assist in the production of
the annual school oratorio. Besides this, the school
has dramatics in the form of a Junior class play. This
is an annual affair and is confined to the nenbers of
the Junior class. Also, A7*orst takes part in the inter-
schocl one-act play competition which will be discussed
in the following paragraph.
Several of the schools have intenselass play competi-
tion as a feature of their dranatic program. 55iis nethod
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is employed differently in different schools. At Amherst
,
Tonson, and Hopkins inter-class play competition is for the
purpose of selecting the group to represent the school in
the inter-school competition. Each class selects a play
and players. Then the school competition is held. The win-
ning play represents the school in the school contests. The
plays are coached by members of the faculty. At Orange , the
various classes compete for a cash award. At Huntington, the
various classes each present a one-act play some time during
the year. The cast for the school three-act play is chosen
from those who take part in these one-act plays.
With the exception of Hopkins, Williamsburg, and Orange,
all of the schools have either class or school plays once a
year. These are regular three-act plays and are coached by
members of the faculty. With the exception of the schools
discussed in the previous paragraphs, these plays form the
major part of the school dramatic programs. A few schools
give usical productions. While these might be considered
in a measure to be dramatics, they will be discussed under
the heading of music in a later section. A rather unique
method of increasing the participation in dramatics is
used at Arms Academy by Principal Proeburg. Here a dual
cast is selected for the annual play. Rehearsals for
each cast are carried on simultaneously. Each cast puts
on their version of the play, successive performances be-
ing given.
b. Each school has a stage and auditorium available for
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dramatic productions. Also, each school has at least two
teachers capable of directing dramatic activities as is
shown by Table No. 22 which follows.
TABLE NO. 22
Teachers Able to Supervise Dramatic Activities
School Men
Sanderson 1 X
New Salem 2 2
Charlemont 1 1
Powers 1 1
Northfield 1 1
Williamsburg 1 1
Chester 2 1
Huntington 2 1
Belchertown 2 3
Smith 2 2
Deerfield 2 3
Hardwick 2 2
Hopkins 3 4
Monaon 1 2
Arms 2 3
Orange 5 3
Ware 0 2
Amherst 1 2
South Hadley 2 2
Thus we can say that schools have ample resources for carry-
ing on dramatics.
c. Before discussing what the schools should do as far as
dramatics are concerned In the way of Including them In
their leisure education program, let us see what the values
of dramatic participation are. Leading educators agree that
dramatics are a valuable part of the school program. In
Dewey's plan for the improved schools 9 dramatics play an
important part. "Dramatics afford the student a suitable
opportunity for the expression of any histrionic talent he
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may have. They help to develop and discover this talent.
The student learns to express himself clearly and vividly,
adds many words to his vocabulary, enunciates clearly, gains
confidence and poise. Dramatics are valuable in training
for teamwork*" All of the principals were agreed that dra-
matics were of immense value to the pupils in that they de-
veloped poise and self-confidence in appearing before others,
helpful in other ways mentioned in the quotation by McKown.
Many are of the opinion that dramatics, if carried on
wisely, aid in the development of a "dramatic excellence"
in taste that is helpful in setting standards for worth
while performances. That this is a valuable tiling is shown
by the fact that more than half of the students in the
schools surveyed go to the movies at least once a week.
This was ascertained from the student questionnaires and
from conversation with the principals. At the present,
going to the movies forms an important part in the use of
leisure time of many individuals • The development of high
standards of dramatic excellence is, therefore, important
•
The present drive for better movies can have but little
permanence unless the public is able to appreciate and de-
mand good productions. To develop standards of excellence
in the pupils, as far as dramatics is concerned, means that
more attention will have to be given to dramatics fcy the
schools. Principal Batty of Deerfield said that he did not
consider that the program of dramatics, as carried on by
his high school and the average high school in this section,
1. McKown, "Extracurricular Activities", p. 115.
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was a suitable one for foming a basis for useful leisure
time activity* By this is meant that the average school
play is concerned more with maldng money for the senior
class or the athletic aruociation than with the dramatic
value of the piay« This is illustrated by the fact that
the majority of the school plays are of the farcical
comedy type, and their ain requirement for selection is
that they be amusing* In order to develop a higher senne
of good dramatic values in the pupils, the teachers list
take a greater interest in dramatics* This weans a riore
thorough discussion of plays, acting, and other elements
v of dramatics in the English classes, and a nore careful
selection of plays for production on the part of the
teachers or those in charge* This previous discussion
is along the line of argument advanced in the book pre-
viously referred to. Prof* Carl F# Taeuseh, in addressing
a group of English teachers, said recently that the schools
should take a greater int rest in dramatics, discuss then,
and, if necessary, analyse and discuss in class recent
movies that the pupils hnve seen* In this \rey, he said,
a higher standard of dramatic excellence can be obtained*
Besides being of value in that they develop poise,
habits of speech and standards of dramatic excellence,
dramatics nay play an important part in the leisure of
adults. In other words, the7 have a hi£i carry-over
value* This is shown by several facts* That dramatics
is an activity that can be and is participated in by
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adults, is shown "by the number of people throughout the
country actively associated with the Little Theaters,
Also, every town in this section has one or more adult
dramatic performances per year. This was ascertained through
a check of newspaper accounts and by information gathered
when the survey of the schools was made. These two facts
show that dramatics can be participated in by adults,
A survey by the author was made of the groups that ap-
pear in dramatic productions in several of the towns that
have schools that were included in the survey for this study.
Out of 200 people appearing in dramatics in these towns 9 95%
were of adult age* It was found that a fairly high percen-
tage of these had taken part in high school dramatics. The
following table gives this data,
TABLE NO. 23
Amateur Actors That Have Participated In
Higji School Dramatics
Dramatics in Not in High
Town High School School Dramatics
Hatfield 78$
Hadley 75g
South Deerfield 33$
New Salem 50$
Orange 75$
Of this number, a total of 141 people had been in high school
dramatics, and 67 had not. The total per cents were: 66$
had been in high school dramatics, and 34$ bad not. The data
presented shows that high school dramatics do have a carry-
12%
25$
61%
50$
sap
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over into adult life.
d* The discussion of high school dramatics tip to this point
has been pMMMHBSi with vjhat the schools are doing in drama-
tics, and the value of dramatics in relation to a leisure edu-
cation program for the high schools* The next step is to
consider vhat the snail high schools should do with drama-
tics, as far as a program of leisure education is concerned*
It has been shorn that the value of dramatics is throe-
fold* First
,
they tend to develop poise and self-confidence
in the pupil, and are helpful to his diction and vocabulary.
Secondly, they help to establish standards of dramatic ex-
cellence* Lastly, they establish an interest in dramatics
which carries over to a considerable degree into adult life*
Those values do exist in dramatics* Obviously, if they are
to be realized to their fullest degree, they mist be pre-
sented differently than they are now* She discussion has
shown that dramatics, as now carried on in the high schools
studied, are more or less haphazard and incidental* The
question is how to make them a more vital factor in the
school program v/ithout increasing the teaching load or
"cluttering up* the curriculum* To answer tills question,
let us see what suggestions soem pertinent to the subject.
ilcKovra, in his book previously referred to, suggests
that the selection of plays for school or class production
be made more carefully and that better plays be selected*
This would mean but little additional v?ork on part of the
school officials* It would mean nerely a little more
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careful supervision on the port of the principal, or the one
in charge of dramatics
•
Dr. Carl F* Taeusch of Harvard, in a talk to the llew
England Association of Teachers of English, suggests that
notion pictures be discussed in the English classes, the
purpose being to evaluate them and teach the pupils to do
so* v. llason. Educational Advisor, D* C* Heath and Com-
pany, in an address to the saxne group, suggested that the
English classes discuss dramatics ore, and have the pu-
pils put on excerpts of plays in class, this to be worked
in as part of the oral work* Mr. Greenfield, Principal of
\?are High School, has hvd a similar plan worked out and in
actual practice* This has been referred to (see page 97*)
It entails the dramatization by the pupils of books that
they have read* It moans not only dramatic work by the
pupils, but so!ie training in preparing plays* ;:r* Green-
field is of the opinion that this work is very beneficial
In the training it gives to the pupils, and says that it
stimulates their interest in literature and helps them to
appreciate more what good acting is* (Helps to establish
Standards of Excellence in drariatics*)
Pron the account of what the schools are now doing in
dramatics, vie can glean several uorth while suggestions*
The use of one-act play competition between the classes,
as used by several schools, offers opportunity for nany
to participate, vfoere a school gives one or two plays
of three-act length in addition to this, a large per cent
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of participation is3 obtained. The dual cast idea, as used at
Arms, also helps to increase the number taking part. The
inter-school one-act play contests do much to stimulate in-
terest in dramatics.
These few suggestions are simple, and mean but slight
change in the dramatic program of the schools. To summarize
the suggestions, they are:
More careful selection of plays.
Discussion of the notion picture in the English classes*
Dramatization work and presentation of portions of plays
in the English classes
Combining of short one-act plays and full-length plays
in the school programs
•
Group programs of some dramatic nature in assemblies.
Inter-school play contests.
SUMMARY
The data presented in the discussion of dramatics shows
that:
1. But three of the schools surveyed have more than 33$
of their boys and girls participating in dramatics.
2. Various methods used in promoting dramatics at the
schools studied are;
a. Dramatic clubs
b. One-act play competition
c. Assembly programs of some form of dramatic
presentation
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d. Dramatization of books and presentation of
same In English class
e. Pall-length, three-act 30hool or class plays*
3. All but two schools have some sort of dramatics on their
programs of activities*
4. Dramatics are of value to the pupil in three ways:
a. Helps the individual in gaining poise and self-
confidence in public and in improving his speech
b. Helps to establish "standards of excellence" in
dramatics
c. Helps to create an Interest in dramatics that can
be carried on In adult life
5 # Dramatics have a high carry-over into adult life.
6. Suggestions for improving the dramatic programs of
the schools studied were:
a. More careful selection of plays
b # Discussion of motion pictures and acting in
English classes
c» Novel and story dramatization as part of the
English work
d. The combining of three-act and one-act plays
in the dramatic programs
e. Group programs in the assemblies
CONCLUSION
It Is concluded that dramatics has a place in the leisure
education programs. Also, that by carrying out the few sug-
gestions made, the value of the dramatic programs can be great-
ly increased.
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CHAPTER X
CREATIVE ARTS CONTINUED—ITUSIC
In this section of the discussion on Creative Arts, music,
as carried on in the scho Is studied, will be the subject for
consideration. The usual procedure will be followed,
a. The first step will be to find out to what extent music
is at present a part of the programs of the schools studied.
The following table gives the various musical activities of
the various schools and the pa: cent of participation for each.
TABLE NO* 24
Participation in i.usical Activities
School
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick
Monson
Arms
Hopkins
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
Class
Boys Girls
100$ 100J*
100J* 100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100$ 100^
100% 100%
Glee Club Orchestra Band Inst.
Boys Girls Boys Girls B G B G
51# 60jZ
26%
50%
29%
35%
20%
25%
35^:
30%
10%
30%
10%
50%
06%
45%
65%
23%
35%
40%
25%
53%
46%
16%
39%
24%
14%
%
io%
45% 44%
10%
9% 3%
10%10%
3% 40% 3%
&% 8%
11% Q% 12% &%12%
3%
4% 4%
3$ Z%
The heading listed as "class" is intended to indicate the
music groups that are held as regular classes and for which
I I I o i i o A t I Z j> 6 p/ X 4 3
<0
t
h
0
0
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credlt Is given* I» evory cane* but that of Anherst, the
schools listed as having uusic classes riake them a required
course for all of their students* The Instrumental heading
is to be distinguished from the band or orchestral croups in
that* with the exception of Deerfield* the students receive
instructions as individuals either by someone connected vrith
the school or through school auspices * At Deerfield* the in-
strumental groups are part of the club activities of the
school*
The preceding table shows that all the schools except
one have sone sort of nusical activity on their programs*
Four schools do not have either usic classes or loo clubs*
This means that any training the students of these schools
nay receive in singing through the school system must cone
in the elementary schools* Twelve of the schools have boys 1
choruses or glee clubs* thirteen have girls* choruses or glee
clubs* Five schools have orchestras* and five have bands*
Pour schools have instruction available In usical instru-
ments •
The usical activities of nost of the schools are in
charge of the town supervisor of rusic* However, at North-
field* Hopkins* Ilonson* Orange and .are, the ruoic work is
carried on entirely by members of the facility* At Hardv/ick,
the orchestra and the band are directed and supervised by
the principal. ;:r* Gillmore* At Orange and Hopkins* the
orchestras are student affairs of a nore or less informal
nature that play for occasional school functions* The
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instrumental work at Arua and Anherst is directed by the
4
school supervisor of music and pupils nay receive instruc-
tions in various types of instrumental uaic free of charge,
the supervisor being available for lessons one day a week,
the instruction being given at the school. At Smith Acadeny,
pupils wishing to receive instructions in stringed instru-
ments can do so after school or during a free period one day
a week* The principal, ilr« Burke, has arranged with an out-
of-town instructor to cone to the school once a week* The
lessons are given ct a uch lower cost than if the pupils
themselves were to go to the instructor individually.
The work being done by Principal Dwight Davis of Orange
with his boys* glee club, called the "Orange Harmoneers", de-
serves special nention. This croup is conposed of twelve
r»enbers with five alternates* The club is directed and
coached by !lr# Davis lt?9 Davis organized the club 11 to
stimulate a love for pure vocal harnony", as he expresses
it. That the purpose has been realized is easily seen
after one has talked with a few of the nenbers of the stu-
dent body and the townspeople. All are enthusiastic about
the group. :iuch Interest has been stinulated in the school
and town, not only in the group but in nusic in general.
The "triple qunrtet" gives several concerts ovary year in
Orange and the surrounding towns. The nenbers of the club
are selected by the director, after holding try-outo, which
are open to all boys in the high school.
The work done by the district nusic supervisor at
Ill
South Hadley Is worthy of mention. Choral music is required
of all students • Regular weekly classes are held. In addi-
tion to this, he has a boys* and girls 1 glee club, a special
girls* a cappella chorus, a school orchestra and a band. This
shows what one nan can accomplish if he so desires.
The musical program, as carried on at Deerfield, is a
part of the club work initiated and carried on by the Prin-
cipal, Hiram P. Batty. When Mr. Batty went to Deerfield,
all of the students were required to take music. Finding
that many of the students had but little Interest In music,
and believing that they would make better use of their time
If they were doing something that they were interested in,
he decided to make music elective. The former music period
was made a club period. Pupils could join any one of the
several clubs that were organized If they so wished. Those
who did not want to join any had a study period. The list
of clubs included the musical club, girls 1 manual training
club, boys' cooking club, "Hill Billies", the boys 1 instru-
mental club, girls' instrumental counterpart of the "Hill
Billies", and a prize speaking group for part of each year.
This program was started In the fall of 1930 and is still
carried on. Over 65% of the student body is enrolled in
one group or the other.
The glee club is composed of both girls and boys.
The music supervisor of the school district is in charge
of the club. Choral singing forms the bulk of their work.
Once a year, the club presents a musicals. The two
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instrunental croups do their practicing under student leader-
ship. -Then added instruction is needed, the nuoic supervisor
lends a hand. These last two groups give occasional concerts
throughout the year.
Other schools besides Deerfield also give uoical pre-
sentations* Anherst, Sanderson
,
Huntington, and Arms make
up the list. Hew Salem and Hopkins give annual ninstrel
shov;s.
At all of the schools, except Amherst , the rusic period
conies at a tine scheduled for a class recitation. Two ncthodo
of providing the period are used. At some schools , the other
periods are shortened in order to provide tine for nusic • At
others , on tho day that music is scheduled, one regular class
period is omitted, this poriod being used for maftic. In
order not to omit one period too often, the periods on nusic
day are rotated from week to t/eek. Thus, one v/eek the first
period trill be omitted; the next, the second, etc. The nusic
hour comes at the sane tine every .oek. At Anhorst, v usic is
scheduled as a regular class.
The previous discussion shews that in the schools studied,
nusic is either required or voluntary. The principals \sho be-
lieve that nuoic should be required of all students give as
arguments that here is sometViing which all can participate in
in later life. If the pupils do not take part in rnisical
activities after school da^s, they will have the opportunity
to listen to music. If they know nothing of nusic, they will
not be able to appreciate it. Also, pupils are not able to
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judge for themselves, and in the future many regret their lack
of training in music if they have not had it* Those who be-
lieve that music in the high school should be elective
9 give
as reasons that in practically all the schools the pupils have
had musical training in the elementary grades. This training
should be sufficient to give them the basic idea as to the
value of music. If there is no interest in music, the pu-
pils might make better use of their time in some activity in
which they are interested.
b. Let us see now what the values of music are. In the
first place, "school music helps to develop the talent the
students may have, but which for lack of encouragement or
opportunity for its expression never develops." Secondly,
it has a high cultural value. There is a vast treasure of
music that has come down to us throughout the ages. In
order to appreciate our musical inheritance, it is necessary
to have some understanding of music. As A. J. Stoddard, su-
perintendent of the schools at Providence, R. I», soys: "In
order to appreciate good music one .must hove at least a
•bleacherite* acquaintance with music, that is one must have
some acquaintance with the skills and some knowledge of mu-
2
sic." Dr. Walter Damrosch says, in brief, that now op-
portunities to listen to and appreciate music of high quality
are no longer limited to a few opera enthusiasts. By means
1. McKown, "Extracurricular Activities", p. 138.
2. A. J. Stoddard, "Relation of the Arts to the Purposes of
Democracy" •
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of the radio, everyone has the opportunity to listen to good
1
music* Also, music is an activity that is not limited to
youth. This is shown by the fact that the majority of mu-
sicians, amateur and professional, whether singers or in-
strumental players, are of adult age. Thus, we might say
that, in this sense, music has a high carry-over value.
For these reasons, music has a place in the leisure educa-
tion program of all schools.
c. In the previous discussion, we have seen what the schools
are doing in the field of music. Let us now see whet re-
sources various high schools have to carry on their program
of music.
School
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
TABLE NO. 25
Teachers Capable of Supervising
Musical Activities
Supervisor
of Music
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Teachers capable of teaching music
Vocal Instrumental
H W M W
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
M—Men
1 w—Women
1. Damrosch, "Radio and Classical Music."
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The preceding table shows that all of the schools have
someone available to conduct vocal urusle* The supervisor of
rausie caption is used to desicnatc district supervisors of
music* This table also shows that only four schools do not
have teachers capable of teaching instrumental music. This
means that any work done in instrumental nusic in these
schools mist be conducted either by the supervisor of inusic
or by persons outside of the school*
d* The preceding discussion has shown several ways by which
the schools can provide opportunity for their pupils to par-
ticipate in nusical activities* These were:
1* Weekly classes in choral music*
2* Glee clubs end special chorus work* meetings held
weekly or froxu time to time*
3* Orchestral groups that meet weekly during the "club
period" or after school*
4* School bands whose rehearsing is done after school*
5* Individual instruction by district nusio supervisors
and outsiders either during students 9 free period or
after school*
As these above inethods have been fully discussed before
in this chapter* no further nention will be nade of then*
However, the school can help foster interest in rmsic by one
other nethod not previously mentioned* Kiot iaethod is inter-
school competition* This would raean adopting the idea of
school competition already in practice for athletics and
drcnatics. For tiany years. Glee Clubs, representing the
verlous colleges in New England, have had an annual contest*
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A similar plan would be feasible in the schools.
The putting into practice of inter-echool glee club con-
tests would not be difficult. The same plan as used for the
New England Intercollegiate Glee Club Contests could be fol-
lowed. The glee club of each school in the contest woxild
prepare three numbers, one number to be one presented by the
contest committee, one number a school song and the third
number, one of the school f s own selection. This would give
a basis of comparison for the judges to determine the rela-
tive merits of the competitors. Competitions of such a na-
ture would require but one night. Also, they would entail
but little extra work,—if any,—on the part of the musio
departments of the various schools, since the songs to be
prepared for the contest could be practiced nany months
prior to the contest. Many of the schools studied have
auditoriums suitable for such contests.
The same method is feasible for inter-school contests
in the various instrumental activities. Such contests
might well form a part of the activities scheduled for
High School Day at several of the local fairs. At the
present time, the Franklin County Pair, Three-County
Fair, sponsor contests for the schools in various acti-
vities. In an indirect manner, now, the Fair at Greenfield
sponsors musical contests as a part of the High School
Field and Track Meet held there yearly. A prize is awarded
to the school whose cheering, singing and band playing is
the best. Should the various schools evincing an interest
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and demand for some sort of musical activities contest, the
fairs would, no doubt, attempt to provide the same if suf-
ficient interest was manifested in them.
COHCIHSION
As a result of the discussion in this chapter, it is
concluded that music has a valuable place in a program of
leisure education; that every school should have vocal
music classes available to those who desire to take it;
other musical activities such as orchestral, band and in-
strumental should be encouraged by the schools; the musi-
cal programs of the schools may be enlarged by using
teachers or interested outsiders to conduct musical ac-
tivities.
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CHAPTER XI
CREATIVE ARTS CONTINUED—DANCING
Let us now turn to another phase of creative arts;
namely, dancing, and see what the schools studied are do-
ing in this field.
a. The table below gives the data relative to dancing in-
struction for the high schools surveyed.
TABLE NO. 26
Participation in Dancing
School Boys Girls
Sanderson
New Salem 51# 60%
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick 20%
50fo
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
50#
35#
5($
54%
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley IQOfo
The above table shows that five of the nineteen schools
studied have some form of dancing for the boys and girls, and
one other school, Amherst, has rhythmic dancing for the girls,
The dancing classes of Sanderson, Smith, Deerfiela, Hopkins
and Monson are concerned with ballroom or social dancing.
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The rhythnic dancing for the girls at Anherst is a part of
their physical education program*
There are several Interesting features in connection with
the social dancing classes conducted by these five schools
At Sanderson Acadeuy* one of the women teachers conducts a
dancing class after school for a period of ei#it v/eeks during
the school year* Those classes are held one afternoon a week
and admission price of 10^ is charged* The nuslc is furnished
by a local pianist* In cormtenting on this class * Principal
Vose said that the purpose of having It was to teach those to
dance who would not otherwise learn how* nAt r*any of our
school parties a large per cent of the students used to
stand around and watch the others dance* I instituted the
dancing class in order to teach this group how to dance.
As a result* very few "sit out" dances at our school parties
now*"
At Hopk ns* Principal Reed has two of his teachers* Hiss
Keefe and Jliss Scott* conduct a dancing class four v/eeks in
the fall and four v/eeks in the spring* One teacher playo
the piano for dancing and the other conducts the class* An
admission of 10^ is charged* the receipts are turned over
to the Senior class* Average attendance at these classes
runs between 80 and 100 a night. After the instruction* a
short dance is held*
Principal Burke of Srdth Acaderiy has a slightly dif-
ferent nethod of conducting his dancing class* There none
of the teachers have the time to conduct the dancing class*
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Accordingly, Mr. Burke engages William O'Brien, Holyoke
Dancing Master, to conduct a series each fall and spring.
There are five classes in each series. The first four les-
sons are held during school. The time for the class ia ob-
tained by shortening the regular periods a few minutes each.
An admission of 25^ is charged, the instructor meeting the
expense of his assistant, piano player and the hall rent
out of the receipts. After each series, one public session
is held. Those who have attended the regular class sessions
are admitted free. After a period of instruction, an exhibi-
tion of the best styles in ballroom dancing Is usually given
by the instructor and his assistant. After this a regular
dance is held and the nusic is furnished by the Instructor.
This consists of a full-piece dance band. By following this
procedure, LIr. Burke believes that the pupils have a chance
to learn the better type of social dancing which they other-
wise would not have. 1 r. Batty of Deerfield follows a plan
similar to that used at Smith Academy. Mr. Holley of Ilonson
likewise has an out-of-town Instructor to conduct dancing
classes at his school. These classes, two in number, are
held on Friday afternoons for a period of ten weeks. One
session comes in the period after classes are over and be-
fore the busses leave. The other session comes immediately
afterwards, in this way, pupils who have to leave on busses
and those taking part In athl- tics have an opportunity to
attend dancing classes. An admission of 5^ per pupil is
charged. Besides paying the instructor, Mr. Holley has
saved enough from admissions In one year to buy a combina-
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tion victrola and radio for the 3Chool. This shows that the
dancing class can be conducted very cheaply.
The rhythmic dancing class, included as a part of the
physical education program at A herst, is the only one held
at the various schools studied, although several schools have
physical education for girls.
b. The various schools studied all have resources for dancing.
By this is meant that halls are available and that ev ry school
has a piano available.
Each school has at least one teacher capable of teaching
dancing, as shown by the following table.
TABLE NO. 27
Teachers Capable of Teaching dancing
School Men Women
Sanderson
Hew Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Honson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
2
I
3
0
1
4
2
1
0
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
2
1
5
2
2
2
2
c. Does dancing have a place in a leisure education program
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for the smaller high schools? In answering this question,
let us first consider social dancing. While social dancing
might not at first ttppear to be a creative art, it is thought
best to include social dancing along with other forms of dan-
cing in V is discussion. Under a broad interpret; tion of art,
social dancing might be classified as an art. Such an inter-
pretation might be obtained from the following definition of
art. "Art is anything made or done by nan that effects or
1
moves us so that v/e see or feel beauty in it," All of the
principals, previously named in this discussion, believe that
social dancing does have a place in leisure education pro-
grams. The reasons for this belief are chiefly that social
dancing forms an important part in the recreational life of
both the youth and adults of our communities, I!any do not
learn to dance, and many who learn to dance are not ac-
quainted with the better styles of dancing. In the opinion
of these men, in order to teach those #10 would not other-
wise learn and to teach the better type of dancing, the
school would, wherever possible, conduct dancing classes.
It is worthy of note that all of the principals interviewed
were of the opinion that the schools would, in some way, in-
terest themselves in social dancing. Also, that social dan-
cing is an activity that has a high carry-over into adult
life.
In addition to these opinions, interesting data is ob-
tained from the committee reports by the Committee of Leisure
1. Collus and Rllley, "Art Appreciation for Junior and Senior
High Schools
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1
Education of the National Education Board* Their valuation
of the various phases of dancing are given below*
TABLE NO* 28
Carry-Over Value of Rhythmic Activities
Carry-over for Carry-over for
Youth Middle Age
Polk Dancing Limited Limited
Tap Dancing Limited Limited
Creative Dancing Limited Negligible
Social Considerable Considerable
The above table shews that the only rhythmic activity
that is carried on by the school that has any real carry-over
value is social dancing.
d* In the previous discussion in this chapter* we have con-
sidered what the schools are doing, the value of, and re-
sources for dancing* Let us now consider how the schools
not having dancing could include it in their activity pro-
gram* As has been previously stated, all of the schools
have resources for dancing* In addition to this, all of
the schools have several parties each year, in which dan-
cing plays a large part. Those unable to dance are, of
course, merely watchers at a party consisting mainly of
dancing. To reach the non-dancing group, the schools might
employ one of two methods. The first method would be that
employed by Sanderson, Monson and Hopkins* The method is
to use one of the faculty to conduct a dancing class*
Various phases of this method have been discussed previously
1* Two Committee Reports
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In this chapter* The other nethod. which has also boen dio-
cussed, is to have on outside instructor conduct classes
under school st^orvision. Both of then© methods have been
shovm to be inexpensive and easy to fit into the prograin
SUMMARY
The discussion in this chapter has shovm that:
1* Five of the nineteen schools studied have social
dancing classes for boys and girls*
2* One of the schools has rhythciic dancing for the
girls as part of the physical education progran*
3* Two nethods of conducting dancing classes are in
use in ttie school study* The first method is to
have the classes in charge of a neraber of the
faculty; the second, to hire an utside instructor
to i struct the class*
4* Dancing classes can be easily fitted in to any
school progran*
5* Social dancing is the only one of the various
phases of dancing that has a high carry-over
value into adult life*
COHCUJSIOH
It is concluded frota the evidence presented in this
chapter that social dancing deserves a place in leisure
education prograns for the high schools* Also, it is con-
cluded that to include social dancing in the program is
comparatively easy*
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CHAPTER XII
CREATIVE ARTS CONTINUED--ART AND ART APPRECIATION
In this chapter, art and art appreciation will be dis-
cussed. The term "art", as here used, signifies such activi-
ties as drawing, sketching, watercoloring, and sculpturing.
By the term "art appreciation" is meant any study that teaches
the appreciation of the principles of beauty,
a. In the following table, the percentage participation in
drawing and art appreciation for the various schools is
studied.
TABLE NO. 29
Students Participating in Drawing
and Art Appreciation
Drawing Art Appreciation
Schools Boys Girls Boys Girls
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
U0
21%
12#
10%
38$
41#
10$
15%
2G%
lOfo
2l£
2*
15%
The above table shows that nine of the nineteen schools
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studied have some sort of work in drawing for the students
and two schools of the nineteen studied have classes in art
appreciation. The figures also show that the percentage of
participation in drawing for the boys in only two instances
is over one-third. Five schools have a participation ranging
from 10$ to 21$ for the boys. The two remaining schools have
less than 5$ participation for the boys. The participation
for the girls shows that no school has a higher per cent than
26 . Five schools range between 15$ and 22$, and three range
between 8$ and 11$ participation for the girls. The average
participation in drawing for the schools studied is 18.4$ for
the boys and 16.4$ for the girls.
The work in the various drawing classes in the schools
varies considerably. At Orange Higji School, the classes are
conducted by the school district drawing teacher. Classes
are held three times per week. The students are given in-
struction in pencil-work drawing, sketching, and modeling
in soap. Thus, the students are given training in the funda-
mental principals of drawing and sculpturing.
The drawing classes at Huntington, Chester, Hardwick,
Deerfield, Arras, South Hadley, and Amherst are also tinder
the charge of a local drawing supervisor. The work at these
schools in drawing is primarily concerned with pencil work
and sketching. Classes are held once a week. At Monson,
the drawing classes are concerned mostly with mechanical
drawing, although some free-hand drawing instruction is
given. Drawing at I!onson is compulsory for all Freshmen boys.
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At the other schools* It ia elective*
The drawing course at Kew Salem is conducted by a local
person, Mr, Stephen Hamilton, not connected with the school*
Several of the students desired to hare some training in art
work. Mr* Hamilton volunteered to conduct a class without
pay after school once a week* The course consisted of the
principles of drawing and sketching and was continued for a
period of ten weeks. Shis instance is a good example of how
lack of skilled teachers on the faculty can he counterbal-
anced by cooperation of interested townspeople*
But two of the schools have courses In art appreciation*
At both Amherst and Huntington, the courses are conducted by
the local supervisor of drawing* At Aruherst* the classes
meet twice a week} at Huntington* once a week* These courses
are elective* The courses present for study the so-called
Pine Arts* The study is carried on so as to give the pupils
an idea as to the sain principles in these arts, the out-
standing artists and their work* Thus, the pupils have a
chance to become better acquainted with and understand the
work of the famous artists throughout the ages*
b* The value of drawing and art appreciation clashes in re-
lation to a program of leisure education is manifold* In
the field of art* we have a vast heritage that has cone
down to us throughout the ages from the many inters* Our
misran and art galleries are filled with examples of these
works of art* These cannot be appreciated unless there is
seme knowledge of the principles cf their construction, of
their history, and that of their creators* As Mr* A* J*
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Stoddard has said "in order to cultivate an interest in the
arts there must be an understanding of art and its principles".
Training in the arts, such as furnished by drawing, etc.,
may also establish interest which nay lead to active partici-
pation in later life. Drawing, sketching, painting and model-
ing are pursuits which can be carried on independently of
others, and to a large extent throughout life. This is the
attitude of the principals of the various schools studied.
They all felt that these subjects furnished pursuits which
might be carried on in later life, providing the interest is
established. This is also the opinion of *>r. Hash in his
book "Spectator!tis"« From this brief discussion of the
work in the arts, we can safely conclude that they are of
value and deserve a place in the leisure education program
for the small hi$i school*
c. The facilities for the various schools to carry on a
program of drawing and art appreciation will not be dis-
cussed. The following table gives the number of teachers
capable of teaching drawing and art appreciation in the
schools studied.
TABLE NO. 30
Teachers Capable of Teaching Art and
Art Appreciation
Schools Drawing Super.
Art
W
Faculty Members
Art Appreciation
YJ
Sanderson
New Salem
1 # A. J. Stoddard, "Relation of the Arts to the Purposes
of
Democracy" #
Schools Drawing Super. Faculty Members
Art Appreciation
W
Art
Charlemont
Powers
Northfield
Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown
Smith
Deerfield
Hardwiek
Hopkins
Monson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
M—Men
W—Women
The above table shows that the schools not having draw-
ing or art appreciation would be handicapped in regard to
teachers if they should desire to include these subjects on
their program. Some of these schools might find fitting
teachers for these subjects among interested townspeople.
As has been previously mentioned, New Salem has followed this
plan in respect to its drawing classes. LIr # Battey of Deer-
field suggests that work in art appreciation might be carried
on in connection with the Latin and History courses. Pro-
fessor Burrage, head of the Latin Department in Middlebury
College, offers the same suggestion. As far as time is con-
cerned, special classes could be worked in after school.
Various principals felt that, given a sufficient number of
pupils interested in it, the time for such classes could be
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found at least once a week by shortening the periods or by
omission of one period once a week and rotating the omitted
period if time was not available after school.
SUMMARY
The discussion in this chapter has shown:
1. That ten of the nineteen schools studied have classes
in drawing
2. Two of the schools have classes in art appreciation.
3. The participation for the schools having drawing is
18.4$ for the boys, 16.4$ for the girls.
4. The participation in art appreciation is 11.5$ for
the boys and 8.5$ for the girls.
5. Eleven of the schools have either supervisors or
faculty members able to teach art or art apprecia-
tion.
CONCLUSION
It is concluded from the evidence in this chapter that
drawing and other phases of art and art appreciation have a
place in leisure education programs in smaller high schools,
and that lack of teachers for these subjects might be over-
come by using interested townspeople as teachers.
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CHAPTER XIII
CREATIVE ARTS CONTINUED—JOURNALISM AND HANDICRAFT
A. Journalism
The purpose of this section is to discuss journalism as
carried on as a school study* By the term "journalism" is
meant the art of writing and publishing news. As found in
the schools studied, it is typified by three types of pub-
lications* These are: school paper published at specified
times throughout the year; the class or school annual; and
the school magazine* These publications are in charge of
the students under supervision of the faculty. The various
types of high school publications need to be differentiated.
This can be done by definition* By 'hewspaper" is meant a
publication having a3 Its primary purpose a publication of
school doings and events* By "school annual" Is meant a
publication designed to record the school history of the
past year* By Hschool magazine" is meant a publication
having for Its purpose the presentation of literature,
a. In the following trble* the percentage of participa-
tion In the schools studied is given.
TABLE NO. 31
Students Participating in Journalism
School Boys Girls
Sanderson
New Salem
Charlemont
Powers
IC0 31#
10,0
Northfield
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School Boys Girls
Williconsburg 14$
Chester
Huntington *
Belchertotm
Smith
55?Deerflold 1TIardv/ick
Hopkins 83MonsonArras 13^
Orange
\7are 5 1Avnherst
South Hodley 9
The above table shows that fifteen of the nineteen
school* studied have some sort of school publications* The
percentage of participation ia low in all cases. With the
exception of the figures for the girls at Urn; Salon, the
bo;yB at Villisiasburg and the girls at -Arras t the participa-
tion is 11^, or below. for all schools studied*
Of the various types of school publications, the only
real newspaper is found at Orange High School* This is
published v/eekly by the students. It is in every cense a
school newspaper
,
being nainly concerned with news of the
school* brief comments on world news, talks to the parents
by the principal, and it is "printed* by the students on
the nimeograph outfit*
The publications of the other schools are either of
the magazine quarterly or year-book type. Hew Salon,
Huntington, youth Iladley, Smith, ISonson, Arms and Anherst
have publications of tlio first type. These consist of
stories and articles witten by the students. In addition
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to this, notes on school events are included. Usually the
last lumber each year is devoted Mostly to a sursaaxy of the
school events of the past year. In this sense this issue is
largely a year-book.
Powers, WilliajBsburg, Hopkins, Orange, Deerfield, Hard-
wick and Ware publish year-books. The staff organisations
are composed of students with a faculty advisor. Year-books
consist of a record of the school activities in the various
lines of endeavor . Pictures of the various te&ms, school
organizations and classes sake up the bulk of the book,
b. The value of school publications is aainly to the school.
This is shown by the statement of the values of school publi-
1
cation given by HcKown. "The value of school publications
is that* they unify the school and foster school spirit;
they encourage desirable school enterprises and activities;
they zsold and influence public opinion; they give authentic
news of the school to students, parents, patrons, and other
schools; they serve as a aediuo of expression of student
opinion; they give opportunity for uelf-expression and cre-
ative work; they develop qualities of cooperation* tact,
accuracy, tolerance, responsibility, initiative, and leader-
ship; they foster cordial relations among the schools; they
record the history of the school and they advertise the
school. 14 Principal Davis of Orange is of the opinion that
the only Justification for a school paper is that it fosters
school spirit. The Majority of the principals are of the
1. licKown, "Extracurricular Activities.* Ch. 17.
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opinion that school publications are bonofioial nainly to the
school and not to the pupil*
The \nain values of school publications for the students
are "that they tend to develop such qualities of cooperation,
tact, accuracy, tolerance, responsibility, initiative and
leadership* n These qualities are necessary in order to put
out a successful publication* Members of the staff have to
take responsibility, show initiative, a^d cooperate with the
other -ombors in order to do their Job well* Publications
also are valuable to the students in that they offer oppor-
tunity for original work* Interest in various phases of
journallsn nay be developed which will prove of value in
later lilo* At first dance, the values for the students
might seem great* However, tie have shown that but a small
percentage of the student body participates in the school
publications* Therefore, the possible values of journalis-
tic experience gained from school publications is United
to a few students* Also, the value resulting to the stu-
dents is United, by the fact that close supervision on the
part of the faculty advisor is necessary* Fron experience,
and from associations with faculty advisors of school pub-
lications, the author Jcnows that nuch of the burden of get-
ting out the school publications is borne by the faculty
notabers responsible* The faculty ^leabers not only pass on
all itens to be printed in tho publication but suggest
topics, assist in the writing, largely plan the publication
1* Ac "own, "Extracurricular Activities. tt Ch, 17.
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and are responsible for the publication appearing on tine.
Thus, we may conclude that school publications are of but
little value to the students in c; /taller high schools in de-
veloping pursuits wliich nigit play a valuable part in after
school age leisure tiue.
summary
The discussion in this section has shown that:
%m Fifteen of the nineteen schools studied hove soxae
sort of school publication.
2. The average student participation for the schools
having publications is 1+5$ for the boys and 8.6;'
for the girls *
2« One school has a newspaper type of publ cation.
Seven have the nagasino type of publication arid
seven the year-book.
4# Most of the value resulting fron publication is
to the school, and but little to the students.
couerosioff
As a result of the evidence presented in this section,
it is concluded that high school publications, as carried on
in the scho Is studied, have but little value to the student
in preparing him to use his leisure time wisely*
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B. Handicraft
The purpose of tills section is to discuss handicraft as
carried on in the schools studied* By the terra "handicraft"
1
is neant a trade or.art that requires s3d.ll of the hand*
Handicraft as discussed here will be divided into the nain
heads of handicraft and normal training. Mention will also
be made of the boys* cooking class at Doerfield Riga School,
a. The following table gives the percentages of student par-
ticipation in the various phases of handicraft.
TABLE HO. 32
Student Participation in Handicraft
School
Sanderson
Hew Galea
Charlenont
Powers
:iorthfiold
Villiamsburg
Chester
Huntington
Belehertovm
Smith
Deerfield
Hard\7iek
Hopkins
Honson
Arms
Orange
Ware
Amherst
South Hadley
Handl-
araft
Girls
27$i
W'
27$;
59^
27^>
io;
Manual
Training
qta
7(#
Girls
2<#
8(0
10,j
1. v;ebat©r»s Dictionory
z u-cl z 2 u
it
i
z {
5
i 4
3 -Ut «
* ^ {
Z
0
n
0
2
0 \
2 I <
lii
(I
I
I.
y
j
0 > < >o
0/
o
oc
0/
JP
b
o
<2*
0/
c
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The preceding table shows that eight of the nineteen
schools studied have handicraft training for the girls. Seven
schools have manual training for the boys* One school has
manual training for the girls. Of the scho Is listed as hav-
ing handicraft for the girls, such training is given in the
hone economic courses in all but one sc ool, ITardwick. Han-
dicraft In the schools having hone econoriic3 consists of sew-
ing
,
needlework, - designing, etc. At Llonson, home economies
is required of all the Freshmen girls. At Hardwick, the handi-
craft course is given as a separate class. The course consists
of weaving, basketry w>rk, neodlecraft and sewing.
The manual training work at Sanderson, Hew Salon, Snith,
Hopkins and Ams Acaderd.es is a part of the agricultural
course as carried on in those schools. A rianual training
instructor is appointed for a short period of tine to con-
duct clashes for the agricultural students. The nanual train-
ing uork consists of repairing, and the making of things use-
ful around the farm. At Uonson and A herst, the manual train-
ing is conducted by the district nanual training instructor.
The use of tools and the staking of useful articles far the
home is taught. At 'lonson, manual training is a required
subject for all the Preshren boys.
As a part of the club work carried on at Deerfield,
there is a raanual training group for the girls and a cook-
ing class for the boys. As previously explained in the
chapter on Uusic, the club work comes one period a week
throughout the year. This period takes the place of the
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old required music period for all* Students nay elect
work in any one of the various clubs* In this way* lir#
B&ttey has provided the opportunity for the students to
participate in some one of the various activities which
they would not otherwise he able to do. lianual training
for the girls is conducted by the district manual train-
ing teacher. Instruction is given in the use of tools
and the staking of articles for the hose.
The cooking class for the hoys at Deerfield has a
swabership of 10;5 of the hoys enrolled in the school.
The course is based on simple cooking which might be
done either out-of-doors or in camps. In this way*
the boy8 have an opportunity to learn how to cook for
themselves when out camping 9 hunting 9 fishing or hiking.
South Hadley High School has a similar course for the
boys, this class meets four times a week and is con-
ducted by the home economics teacher. The class has
an enrollment of forty boys.
b. The value of handicraft and manual training acti-
vities in respect to a leisure education program is
unquestionably great. Such activities can be pursued
throughout life.
c. ISost of the schools have teachers able to supervise
handicraft activities. This is shown by the following
table.
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TAKLE HO. 33
Teachers Able to Supervise
Handicraft Activities
3chool Manual Training Home Economics
Men Women Hen WitlCU
Sanderson 1 0 o 1
Hew Salem 1 0 o 1
Charlemont 1 0 o 1
Powers 1 0 o 1
Korthfisld 0 0 0 1
Williamsburg 1 0 0 1
Cheater 1 0 0 1
Huntington 1 0 0 1
3elchertown 1 0 0 1
Smith 2 0 0 2
Deerfield 1 0 0 1
Hardwiek 1 0 0 1
Hopkins 2 0 0 3
lions 021 1 1 1 1
lag 1 0 0 2
Orange 1 0 0 2
^cire 1 0 0 1
•uaherst 1 0 0 1
South Hodley 1 0 0 2
3o far, no mention has been Bade of the inter-student con-
test for the non-group activities. Such discussion will be in-
cluded here as this is the last section to be devoted to the
creative arts* The sponsoring of these by the schools should do
nuch to stimulate interest in the various activities. This is
also the opinion of several vocational agriculture teachers in-
terviewed. They were basing their opinions on the results of
years of work in connection with various types of projeot work
and judging contests* They felt that contents would be of value
in the following ways:
1. Competition increases importance of the activity in
the eyes of the 3tudent.
2. Competition provides an added incentive to master
the requisite skills of the activity.
Inter-student contests in such activities as drawing.
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sketching, cooking, needleoraft, photography, etc., could be
of two types within the schools and between the schools* 3y
inter-student contests within the schools is meant contests
in the rarioua activities conducted by the individual schools
for their own students* Exhibitions of work done by the pu-
pils in the various activities could be held once a year*
Should there not be enough entrants in some of the classes
to determine a winner, the various exhibits could be judged
front the standpoint of originality and workmanship* Prizes
would be awarded to the entrants whose work showed the most
originality and the best workmanship* 7or example, if in
one of the small schools, there were only one or two en-
trants in the various activities of drawing, wood-working,
and needlecraft, all the entrants in these groups could be
Judged as though they belonged to one class of exhibits*
Prizes could be awarded on the basis of originality, work-
manship and skill* In this way, a basis of comparison can
be established where there are but one or two entrants in
each class of exhibits*
Inter- school inter-student competition means com-
petition in the various creative arts and avocational in-
terest activity sponsored by a group of schools in which
students from the various schools could enter examples of
their work* This could be done without much expense or
effort* The schools sponsoring the competition could ap-
point a committee to have charge* This committee's duties
would be to select the place for the contest, send out
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notices, select the Judges and all other incidental natters.
This idea is followed in the Greater Boston schools where
annual inter-student contests are sponsored by the schools
in the various creative art activities
. This is an annual
affair that has proved very satisfactory^ The adoption of
this idea by the schools studied would inean but little work
on their part, and stimulate greatly the interest of the
students*
SUI3IIARY
The discussion in this chapter has shown that:
1. Eight out of the nineteen schools studied have han-
dicraft training for the girls. Seven schools have
manual training for the boys. One school has man-
ual training for the girls.
2* The participation figures for those schools having
handicraft or manual training are fairly high,
ranging between 18 and 7($. The average partici-
pation in handicraft for the girls is 37»5£. The
average participation in nanual training for the
boys is 37«5£».
3. Handicraft and normal training may be worked in
the activity program by having Imale an elective
course and allowing students to elect usic or some
other work as part of the club program.
4. Handicraft activities have a high carry-over value
into adult life.
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CONCHJSION
*
As a result of the data in this chapter, it is concluded
that handicraft activities form a valuable part in a leisure
education program for smaller high schools.
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CIIAPTKR XIV
HOBBIES AND STUDIES THAT TEIID TO DEVELOP HOBBIES
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss hobbies and
studies that tend to develop hobbies • By the term "hobbies"
is neant any pursuit which is carried on as an avocation*
The range of hobbies is very varied* To endeavor to dis-
cuss the entire ranee of hobbies would require too ruch
space in a study of this type. Therefore, the discussion
will be confined to how the school can stimulate interest
in various activities that nay become worth while hobbies
and v;hat the schools are doing to realize this*
o v/ill depart fron the usual v:ot!:od of procedure in
this discussion and give our attention first to the subjects
found in the high school which tiay tend to develop hobbies.
Among the studies found in the high school curriculum that
nay be considered as possible hobby developers are such sub-
jects as biology* physics, history* literature, agriculture
,
hone «^eonomics and physical geography. At first glance, it
iai^it seem strange that any of these subjects could load to
avocational pursuits* However, lot us exanine the matter
further. Biology light lead to an interest in Nature and
nature study which night, in nany cases, develop into such
hobbles as bird study or floral culture. This last pur-
suit night nanifest itself in interest in wild flowers or
in domestic flowers, since biology. as taught in the higji
school, is a combination of biology and botany. Likewise,
the study of physics night develop an interest in radio, and
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photography, history in local history, literature in reading,
agriculture in gardening, home economics in needlework, cook-
ing and the like, and physical geography night develop an in-
terest in physiography. This list -night be enlarged upon to
include various other pursuits. However, the purpose is to
indicate how curricular studies may load into hobbies and not
to exhaust the subject.
In order to develop avocational interests, the teacher
would first have to interest the pupils in the subject mat-
ter. To do this, that is to interest the pupils in the sub-
ject natter, is one of tho primary objectives of all good
teachers. To obtain the interest of the students in the
subject is essential for the best results. It is also a
matter which must be varied with the student group accord-
ing to their abilities, laiowledge, and general interests.
No set plan for the arousing of interests can be set forth.
The teacher himself r.mst find the best way to do this. How-
ever, we might mention several ways that night help to arouse
interest and vitalize the subject matter.
The ways of arousing interest are many. To mention a
few, we have 3uch means at our disposal as the performing
of interesting experiments, use of specimens, use of illus-
trative matter, such as photographs and where possible,
motion pictures, pupil projects, and tho telling of stories
about famous men in related fields and anecdotes. These
and other expedients of interest-arousing ere too well
known by well-informed teachers to need enlarging upon here.
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Although it is not proposed to enlarge further upon the
subject of interest development, a few concrete examples may
serve to illustrate the matter. The first example to be
spoken of is one which the author has found in one of his
friends. While in high school, the young fellow, who is now
a doctor, took chemistry and physics. In these classes, the
teacher touched on the principles of photography. This was
done while discussing the subject of light, photographic re-
production and developing. As most of the students had some
ides as to these principles, the teacher enlarged upon them
and deinonstrated the principles by actual experiment. The
young doctor spoken of became interested through this in
photography. The teacher fostered this interest and helped
to instruct the boy in the taking and developing of pictures
outside of class in his spare time. Today, photography is a
well-developed hebby with this fellow and one to which he de-
votes much of his spare time.
Another example is furnished by that of a man who be-
came interested in local history as a result of his studies
in history. This mtm developed an interest, which started as
a boy, into a well-developod hobby.
Another example, which shows how the interest may de-
velop and load to a possible hobby, is fxirnished by that of
a biology class at New Salem Academy. In the school year
1932-33, the biology class at this school numbered twenty-
five students, boys and ^irls. The majority of these stu-
dents were taking this as a required course* All but two
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had no interest in this subject to start with. The class was
taught by Mr, Kenyon, the principal. He succeeded in stimu-
lating groat interest in the course among the students. This
was done by bringing in unusual specimens he collected to show
the class, use of illustrative matter, and an enlargement upon
the text book by talks from his own extensive knowledge of the
subject* In but a short while , the students of their own voli-
tion were searching for specimens to be brought into class and
discussed. Several of the students developed specialized in-
terests • One boy became quite interested in bird study* As
a result, he read all he could find about the birds of this
section, took hikes to see bow many birds he could discover
and what he could, learn by observation of their habits. He
also developed quite a collection of lore of his own. This
included pictures of birds, birds* nests, mounted birds, and
the like. Since then, he has continued bis interest in birds
and now has n well-founded hobby which bids fair to prove to
be of long duration. A girl in this class developed an in-
terest in wild flowers. This the teacher encouraged, and
today, she has a flower garden in which are found many speci-
mens of wild flowers and plants to be fo\md in this section.
From year to year, new specimens sre added. Here again is
the establishment of a hobby *hich has cone to form a vital
part in the use of her leisure time. An seven students, as
a result of this class, developed an interest which led to
the establishment of hobbies.
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Other examples are furnished by work done as projects
in agricultural classes. The author knows of several people
who, as students in agricultural courses, developed interests
which later led to the carrying out of similar pursuits as
hobbies in adult life* The list of examples of this type
might be prolonged indefinitely. But the few examples given
should serve to illustrate the contention that curricula
studies may lead to the establishment and development of
interests which may become hobbies if the teacher tries to
arouse and develop interests in the subject matter.
In the previous discussion, the author has tried to
bring out the facts that the arousing of interests and
their fostering by the teacher will, in many cases, develop
interests which will become permanent avocations. Kow let
us see if the schools can help to develop ^vocational in-
terests in any other way than by arousing interest in the
curricula subjects. There are various ways in which this
can be done. Among them are:
1. Hobby exhibits
2. Use of bulletin board
3. Exhibits
4. Talks by outside speakers
5. Personal example
These various ways will be discussed and examples given
which are for the most part obtained from the survey of the
schools studied.
The first method, previously enumerated, to be discussed
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will be that of hobby exhibits. By this is meant that an
exhibition of work showing the different hobbies of the
students is held. This idea was used at Arms Academy.
Under th
4
e direction of one of the teachers, the students,
for a period of a week, exhibited examples of their various
hobbies. This was held in one of the school rooms and was
open to all students who cared to participate. Students
and public were invited to view the exhibits. Over thirty
students entered various exhibits. These ranged from va-
rious types of collections such as stamps, coin, Indian
arrow heads, to examples of various types of handiwork.
Ariong the last were such items as hand-knit sweater^, needle-
work, hooked rugs, and bird houses. No prizes were offered,
but it furnished the students with an opportxinity to exhibit
examples of their hobbies, and to give other students an
idea as to various types of activity which may be pursued
as hobbies.
At Hopkins Academy, Principal Reed has found that the
use of the bulletin helps to stimulate interest in avoca-
tions. Interesting articles and pictures found in various
magazines and papers relating to some hobby or interest are
from time to time posted on the bulletin board. Sometimes,
the pupils in reading them become interested in some acti-
vity. Should the pupil manifest this interest to the tea-
chers, they will make every endeavor to foster and develop
this interest. Occasionally, this ay lead to the establish-
ment of a hcbby. This was shown by the case of a boy who
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had taken particular interest in acme photographs that Mr*
Reed had posted on the bulletin board* The boy spoke to Mr*
Reed about the pictures and Mr* Reed took the boy several
times with his when he was out Baking pictures* He also
showed the boy how to print and develop pictures* As a re-
sult of this, the boy began to take pictures of his own and
today photography is a well-established hobby of his.
At sons of tttese schools, notably Grange and Amherst
High Schools, outside speakers are invited to give occasion-
al talks at these assemblies* Herein lies an opportunity to
stimulate interests in avocatlonal pursuit* Also* speakers
might be invited to speak to various classes where possible
and suitable* Example of last is found in various agricul-
tural courses in the high school where individuals are often
asked in to give talks on such subjects as bee-culture,
chicken-raising, and the like* This is of help to the stu-
dents in deciding on, planning, and carrying out their out-
side projects which form a part of the work of the agricul-
tural courses* The projects may later lead into hobbies*
The fourth method in which the schools may develop
avocational interest was listed as exhibits* By this is
meant that people who have well-established hobbies plan
an exhibit to be shown in the school, which illustrates
their hobby* For example, in the town of Hatfield, one
of the teachers was acquainted with the fact that one of
the townspeople, the late Mr* Howard, hada rather expen-
sive collection of Washington and Lincoln mementos* The
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teacher asked Mr. Howard to arrange an exhibit which would be
shown to the school children. This was done. In the collec-
tion which was exhibited were such things as various pictures,
coins, stamps, and medals. These ivere placed in a school
room on view for a week. In this way, the students had a
chance to see various ways in which the collecting hobby
might be pursued. Many of the students started stamp and
coin collections of their own. Whether or not these hobbies
so started will be permanent or not is a question. At
least, the hobby has become established.
Personal example on the part of the teacher may help
to establish interest which may develop into hobbies. Men-
tion has been previously made of the boy at Hopkins who be-
came interested in photography because of the work he had
seen of Principal Reed's. Likewise, mention of hobbies by
the teachers nay lead to some of the pupils becoming in-
terested in them. The value of hobbies is obvious. Most
of us are familiar with such phrases as "Every person
should have a hobby." In a recent interview, Secretary of
Agriculture Wallace stressed the fact that a well-established
hobby was essential to direct use of leisure time. Also,
a faculty committee of Massachusetts State College, in con-
sidering what the College should do to prepare students to
use their leisure time in after-college days to their ad-
vantage, wont on record as believing that the best thing the
College could do was to give to the students some avoc- tion
which could be carried on in their adult life. Since
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avooation pursuits are of value in meeting the problems of
leisure, tho schools should include in their leisure educa-
tion programs as many activities as possible which may tend
to develop hobbies*
Up to this point, the discussion has dealt very little
with what the schools ere doing along the lines of having
studies which tend to develop hobbies. However, the dis-
cussion has described a ways and means of developing in-
terests outside of the curricula subjects as employed by
the schools studied* All of the means, methods and ex-
amples used by the school have been mentioned. Now let
us see what curricula subjects that tend to develop hob-
bies the schools studied have.
The following tables give the percentage of student
participation in subjects or various phases of subjects
that tend to develop hobbies for the schools studied. In
this connection, it should be mentioned that some activi-
ties such as music, drawing, dancing^ may be developed into
hobbies. However, these heve been discussed before under
other headings and will, therefore, not be discussed in
this chapter.
In the following tables, N.S. will mean Nature Study;
L.H., Local History; Phs., Physiography; R*, Reading; A.,
Agriculture; H.E., Home Economics.
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School N.S.
Sanderson 55$
New Salem 56$
Charleraont 1 • 7$
Powers
Northfleld
Williamsburg 15$
Chester
Huntington
Belchertown 28$
Smith
Deerfield 30$
Hardwick
Hopkins 20$
Monson 20^
Arms 12$
Orange 24$
Ware 26$
Amherst 20$
South Hadley 25$
TABLE NO. 34
Hobby Studies
Boys
L.il . Phs
20$
10$
30$
25$
20$
17$
17$
R.
100$
100%
100%
100%
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
10$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
A.
41$
70$
38$
20$
25$
School N.S. L.H.
Sanderson 74$
New Salem 56$
Charleraont 24$
Powers
Northfield
14$Williamsburg
Chester
Huntington
21$
32$
13$Belchertown
Smith
31$Deerfield
Hardwick
Hopkins 20$ 30$
Monson 24$
25$Arms 12$
Orange 23$
20$Ware 26$
TABLE NO. 35
Hobby Studies
Girls
Phs.
17$
17$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
100$
II • 111 •
60$
24$
20$
60$
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School N.S. L.ii. Phs
Amherst Mi
South Hadley 25%
17,, 100£
100%
The preceding tobies show that fourteen of the nineteen
schools studied h&ve instruction in nnture study for both
boys and girls* 3uch study is a part of the biology courses
offered by the school* Six of the schools have course in-
struction which touches on local history. Two out of nine*
teen have instruction in physiography* All have instruc-
tion in reading* Five have agricultural classes for the
boys and seven, or 35^, have hone economics for the girls*
In biology f of which nature study is a phase 9 all of
the instructors he ve the students keep note books, collect
specimens, end wherever p ssible, the class takes field
trips* At South Hadley, the work of the two biology classes
for non-college preparatory students is based on nature
study. Local history is touched upon by the schools in
history and civics* At Hopkins, more time is devoted to
local history than elsewhere* Principal Reed has Miss
Cook, one of the teachers* give a series of lectures on
the local history which covers the main points in the
history of the town* t Monson, local history is touched
upon in an annual essay devoted to the history of the town
which is read at graduation time by one of the students.
In the agricultural and home economics courses, projects
and practical work supplement the class work.
In all of the schools, attention is devoted to reading
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and literature In the English clans, Reading lists are fur-
nished the students by the English teacher, As a rule, the
pupils are required to read and report on certain specified
books each year. The hope is that such outside reading will
influence the pupils to read worth while books. All of the
principals felt that the problem of how to interest the
pupils In good literature is very important. Reading is a
hobby which most people enjoy. However, most educational
authorities feel that the better types of literature are
read only by a small percentage of those who read. How to
raise the reading standards of the reading public Is a
much debated and unsolved question. The majority of the
principals express their dislike for the plan of requiring
the students to read so many books from an approved list
each year. Many felt that the idea of compulsion was a
detriment to increasing interest in reading. How to bet-
ter the situation they did not know. However, two princi-
pals feel that they have In use a better method than the
one previously spoken of. Mr, Greenfield of Ware High
School believes that the practice of dramatizing sections
of novels read, and presenting them in English classes
helps to increase the interests in literature. At Orange
High School, the book reports are simplified as much as
possible. The English teacher has oral reports on books
given In class. After each report, discussions as to the
books elected, and its place in literature are held. In
this way, it Is felt that the student's judgment as to
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the real value of books is developed to a high degree • Prin-
cipal Holley of Monson tries to stimulate interest in good
reading by having the various teachers, whenever the oppor-
tunity offers, read selections from books that they think
are of value and would interest the student. The teachers,
after reading the books, do not urge the students to read
them. Should the students ask them for further information
on this book, it is given* In this way, Mr« Holley feels
that the students become interested in and read more of the
better type of book than they otherwise would. He checked
with the town librarian and found that since this plan has
been followed the students are reading more and better books
than formerly. This same idea is carried out by Principal
Allen of Belchertown.
SUMMARY
The discussion in this chapter has shown that:
1. Interest may be developed in curricula studies
which may lead to establishment of hobbies if
the teacher endeavors to arouse, foster and guide
interest of the pupils.
2. By means of exhibits, use of bulletin boards, talks
by outside speak rs and personal example, the tea-
chers may do nuch to stimulate interest which may
be developed into avocational pursuits.
3. The developing of avocational interests forms an
important part in the leisure education program.
4» Suggested ways of increasing interests in
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literature are:
a. Dramatization of portion of novels,
b. Class discussion as to the value of books
reported on.
c. Reading of excerpts from interesting and
high type books by the teachers in class
vohenever the opportunity offers.
CONCLUSION
As a result of the evidence presented in this chapter,
it is concluded that the development of avocational interest
is an important phase of the leisure educational programs
for the smaller high schools* Also, it is concluded that
an employment of the suggestions summarized above will aid
greatly in developing avocational interests on the part of
the pupil.
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CHAPTER XV
REMARKS
It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss several
problems which have an important bearing on the success of
a progran of leisure education* These are:
I* Time available in which to carry out the leisure
education progran*
II* Finances*
III* Student interest
.
I. AVAIIABIE TIHB
The first problem to be discussed is that f time
available for the carrying out of the program of leisure
education* It might seem that to carry out a progran of
activities of leisure educational nature would nean devot-
ing less tine to the curricula studies. This is not the
case* In order to carry out a program of leisure educa-
tion activities* little extra tine is needed* This is be-
cause the avooatlonal interest can be taken care of by the
present curricula studies $ creative art activities by week-
ly activity period and the carry-over sports can be pre-
sented in the physical education class period* recess
periods or intervals in the varsity sports schedule*
The avocational interests can be largely taken care
of by the present curricula studies* Interests in such
bobbies cs Nature study* photography* local history and
many others could well be developed if the courses in the
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curriculum pertaining to them were made sufficiently in-
teresting by the teachers. This would require no change
in the course of study. It would require that the teachers
strive more to develop interests rather than rote learning
of the subject matter. Also, the teachers would have to
see in the subject matter a possible developer of leisure
time interests. That is # they would have to see in what
ways they could foster nterests that would lead to hobbies.
In other words 9 it is essential that the teachers themselves
become conscious of the leisure time possibilities in their
subject taatter and leisure education minded. This means
that but little time would have to be devoted to this phase
of the leisure education program outside of the regular
class schedule,
A varied program of creative art activities can be
offered by a weekly activity period. This plan is fol-
lowed at Deerfield, five activities per week being of-
fered. By varying the content of the activity period
quarterly or semi-annually 9 a wide variety of interest in
the creative arts can be offered by a school. For ex-
ample, Deerfield now has five activities offered weekly.
By changing the activities offered semi-annually, the
students could be introduced to twice the number of ac-
tivities. The time for this activity period is found by
omitting one period on the activity day. This period is
rotated so that the same period is omitted only once in
eight weeks where there are eight periods in the school
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day. This plan is followed at sixteen other schools studied
to provide time for the music period. This plan is also fol-
lowed in the larger high schools. None of the principals at
schools using this method feel that it detracts from the reg-
ular course of 3tudy. This discussion shows that but little
time is needed to carry on a varied program of creative art
activities.
Activities in the field of the carry-over sports need
not detract from the currictila studies. At the schools
where physical education is a part of the program, seven of
the nineteen schools studied have physical education, the
skills in the minor sports can he taught during the physical
education periods. This is advocated by Scharder, Nash and
other leaders in this field of education. The schools that
do not have physical education can do much to teach and in-
terest the students in the minor sports that carry over in
the recess periods and in vacant time in the varsity sport
schedules. This method is used at Charlemont. In the pre-
vious discussion, it was shown that this school is doing
far more than any other school to offer carry-over sports
to its students. Other examples are found in several of
the other schools studied of how the carry-over sports can
be offered without detracting from the curricula studies.
Examples are: The occasional hiking club on Saturdays at
South Hadley; Mountain Day at Orange; Inter-class soft-
ball for boys and girls at South Hadley; Tennis Tournaments
at Amherst and Charlemont; Skiing and snowshoe hikes spon-
sored by the teachers on Saturdays and holidays at Orange;
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facilities furnished for skating at Snith Acadeny and
for tennis at Hopkins Acadeny. Thus, as has been shewn by
this discussion, but little tine need bo taken away from the
curricula studies to offer a wide number of the carry-over
sports*
The discussion so far of tiiae available to carry out
a prograra of leisure education has been concerned with
showing that but little time need be taken from the cur-
ricula studies to carry on a varied program of leisure
education activities. In respect to time available, it
is to be remembered that this ntudy is not concerned with
the leisure time of the students in after school hours.
The progyan of leisure education does not aim to occupy
the present leisure of the students. It does aim at in-
fluencing their tastes and judgment and in establishing
their interest in worth while activities that come under
the throe major divisions of carry-over sports, creative
arts and avocational interests so that they will become
acquainted v/ith a wide variety of activities that can be
carried on in adult life.
The students of the schools studied have between three
and four study periods per day# The average student has
four scheduled classes per day. It is the opinion of the
principals of the schools studied that by usingrrecess
periods 9 and occasional study periods and tine after school
time can be found to carry on the leisure education activi-
ties. This, \rithout interfering with the studentb tine for
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classes or study.
This study has disclosed several methods for provid-
ing time for activities. These will be discussed in order
to show various ways in which time to carry out a program
of leisure education activities may "be provided.
Free periods might be utilized to carry on activities
of leisure education program. In the discussion on athle-
tics in Chapter III, the method used by ; :r. Reed at Hopkins
to increase sport participation among the boys was described.
This plan called for the arranging of the class schedule so
that the majority of the boys had study periods: the last
period of the day. Under supervision of one f the nen
teachers , this period was used as a sports period for those
not on the varsity squads. By rotating the periods so that
the girls could likewise have activities in the manner de-
scribed, from time to time, a program for the girls could
also be worked out. Time provided in tnis manner could be
used to carry on the various activities that make up the
leisure education program.
In addition to this plan, time could be made avail-
able by several other Methods. One plan is to have an
activity period once a week. The time for this would be
found by omitting one period on the day that the activity
period comes. The omitted period is rotated from week to
week. In this way, no one period is omitted more than
once in seven or eight weeks depending on the number of
periods in the school day. A variation of this plan is
to have an activity period twice a month. The omitted
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period would provide the necessary time for this bi-monthly
activity period* Half of the activities of the progrcaa
would be held during one period and the other half in the
other period* Activities held durinp these periods would
be, for the most part, of a club nature*
The next Method to be discussed Is that of shortening
the class periods so that time will bo found to provide an
extra activity period in the achool day* By shortening
each period a few ninutes. the necessary tine for the extra
period is obtained without detracting very Much fron the
work in any one class period*
Use of the recess periods will also provide tine for
the various activities* All but three of the schools have
an hour at noon* In most of these schools, a large per-
centage of the students do not go hone for lunch* As a
result 0 nany would be able to participate in activities
at this time*
Time can also be provided by having the busses 3tay
after school one period longer on stated days* This would
%
riean that the activity progran and the bus schedules would
have to be worked out in advance so as to avoid confusion*
The variation of the activity progran from time to
time will unable the school to offer ore activities than
would otherwise be possible* This would nean that where
little time ia available, diffextent activities may be of-
fered quarterly or half-yearly* For oxaaple. a achool has
only one period a v/oek that can bo devoted to creative art
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activities. The first half of the year, the schedule might
include nanual training for the girls, camp cookery for the
boys, instrumental groups for the boys and the girls, and a
choral music group. The second half of the year, different
activities could be offered if the students were interested
enough.
In order to ascertain if the students had ti ae outside
of school in which to carry on the leisure education activi-
ties, the students were asked, in the questionnaire referred
to on page 20, to put the estimated year hours tender the va-
rious activities listed. The following table gives the re-
sults of this investigation. It clearly shows thet the stu-
dents do have time to take part in a leisure education pro-
gram.
TABUS 110. 36
Activity
Student Use of Time
Partici
pating
Boys Girls
Average year Partici-
hours pating
Average
year hours
Soccer
Basketball
Baseball
Track
Tennis
Archery
Hiking
Skating
Skiing
Tobogganing
Snowshoeing
Swimming
Hunting
Fishing
Golf
60$
70$
10$
12fo
8$
67$
64$
51$
60$
10$
80$
34$
65$
43
66
75
18
35
20
75
45
21
25
25
90
72
50
30
37$
17$
24$
73$
56$
43?
36$
85%
5%
24$
7$
52
40
36
25
85
45
26
21
11
95
15
20
12
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Boys Girls
Activity Partici
pating
Average year Partici-
hours pating
Average
year hours
Volleyball
Dramatics
Music
Dancing
Handicraft
Bird Study
Local History
Cards
Stamp Collecting
Photography
Reading
10
23
45
125
45
25
12
85
30
20
195
SUMMARY
The discussion on available time in which to carry out a pro-
gram of leisure education activities has shown that:
1« But little time need be taken away from time devoted
to the curricula studies in order to carry out a
varied program of leisure education activities*
2„ Host of the students in the high schools studied have
four scheduled classes and three study periods per
day,
3« It is the opinion of the principals interviewed that
use of an occasional study period, recess periods and
time after school will enable the schools to carry on
a varied program of leisure education activities with-
out interfering with the students* time for studies.
4. Time in which to carry on a program of leisure edu-
cation activities can be found by the following
methods
:
a. Use of free periods by careful planning of
the class schedule*
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b* Omission of one class period weekly and ro-
tating the period to be onitted.
c* Shortening the class period by a few minutes*
d* Use of rocess periods,
e* Change of bus schedule.
f* Variation of the content of the activity pro-
lix PIWAIICES
The financial problens attendant to the carrying out of
the progran of leisure education are not insurmountable. Ilany
of the activities are inexpensive • The materials necessary
for participation in many activities could be furnished by the
students at but slight expense to thenselves* This holds true
for ouch activities as drawing, sketching, knitting, water
coloring, cooking, sewing, basketry, narmal training, and
nost of the activities that cone under a progran of leisure
education* Siany of the schools have available many of the
necessary facilities* There would be no expense in px^ovid-
ing the facilities that they now have* The discussion under
the various activities has shown that the schools have nany
of the needed facilities* The facilities that are lacking
may often be provided at but little e pense to the school
through cooperation with the townspeople* There are nany
exanples of this. Hention has been nade of how the towns-
people provided a skating rink at Snith Acadeny at no ex-
pense to the school* Another exanple is that of the towns-
peo le of Itadley contributing their tine a d trucks to
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complete the remodeling of the Hopkins 1 athletic field.
Equipment for archery, tennis and badminton were given to
the school by an interested townsman. Several schools re-
ceive contributions from interested local organizations
when no other means is found to defray the necessary ex-
penses • Another source of income would be raising of
funds by school entertainments and the like. This is al-
ready done by all of the schools studied to provide money
for varsity athletics* Devoting money thus raised to pro-
vide equipment for leisure education activities would be
.
a legitimate and simple natter. By reason of the students
providing the necessary equipment where possible, coopera-
tion with and by aid of the townspeople, local organiza-
tions and school entertainments, the financial problems
attendant to leisure education can be solved*
III. STUDENT INTEREST
There is evidence to show that the students are in-
terested to a considerable degree in the various activi-
ties that form a program of leisure education. As a part
of the work in making this study, questionnaires were sub-
mitted to v students of several of the schools studied—see
page 20. These questionnaires were designed to gain infor-
mation concerning the interest of the students. The tabula-
tions were made and the results given in the following table
on a basis of 500 replies for the boys and thd same number
for the girls.
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TADLE NO. 37
Student Interests
Interested
Activity Boys Girls
Tennis 48. 6$ 82.4$
Hiking 70.6$ 82.4$
Archery 19.2$ 17.2$
Skating 69.8% 73.4$
Skiing 64.8$ 50.8%
Tobogganing 50.8$ 45.0$
Snowshoeing 37.8$ 24.2%
Swimming 81.6$ 83.6$
Hunting 62.4$ 7.2$
Pishing 76.2$ 27.6$
Golf 23.8$ 13.6$
Volleyball 28.8$ 25.4$
Dramatics 25.8$ 35.0$
Music
Vocal 50.8$ 66.5$
Instrumental 32.6$ 41.6$
Art 13.7$ 27.2$
Dancing 47.6$ 71.2$
Journalism 11.8$ 9.4$
Manual Training &
Handicraft 37.2$ 22.4$
Home Economics 15.0$ 27.6$
Nature Study 20.4$ 22.4$
Local History 19.2$ 12.8$
Physigraphy 6.2$ 4.4$
Stamp Collecting 20.4$ 11.4$
Art Appreciation 8.4$ 11.2$
Photography 23.0$ 13.4$
Reading 51.8$ 51.8$
Agriculture 32.3$ 12.0$
The above table shows that there is considerable in-
terest on the part of the students in the activities that
form the major part of our proposed program of leisure ed-
ucation. In considering the data presented by the above
table, it must be remembered that with the exception of but
a few activities, the schools do not give the students con-
tact with those activities save in an incidental manner.
Hence, the interests are but little influenced by the
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schools. Without analyzing the data further, it is safe to
conclude that there is sufficient interest on the part of
the students in the activities which fonn the leisure edu-
cation program to insure that there would be a group of in-
terested students in most of the activities. Therefore, a
program of leisure education activities would not have to
he forced on to the students.
PROGRAM OP LEISURE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
In order to shot? the various ways in which the various
activities that make up the program of leisure education
can be carried out the following is included at this point.
CARRY-OVER SPORTS
Tennis Intor-school competition as at Orange and South
Hadley«
Tournaments as at Charleraont and ^raherst—boys and
girls.
Instruction in skills as at Charlemont.
Instruction possible in physical education.
Badminton
Instruction in skills as at Charlemont*
Instruction possible in physical education.
School tournaments
•
Golf Inter-school competition as at Monson and South
Hadley.
School tournaments
Instruction in skills—in physical education, or
occasionally in recess and after school.
Archery Archery club as at Greenfield.
School competition and i^ail meet as at Greenfield.
Instruction in skills in physical education.
Instruction in recess periods and after school as
at Charlemont.
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Softball
Swirming
Hiking
Skiing
Skating
Inter-class leagues for boys and girls as at South
Hadley.
In physical education.
Inter-school and inter-student meets held at avail-
able pools which might be Y.M.C.A., College and
Park pools.
Club as at South Hadley
Mountain day as at Orange.
Furnish facilities as at Smith Academy and Charle-
mont.
Inter-school and inter-student competition.
Phase of winter carnival.
Ski hikes occasionally conducted by teachers as
at Orange*
Dry skiing course—few weeks in late fall, as given
by Mr. Strand Michelson at M.S.C.
Furnished facilities, as at Smith Academy and
Charlemont
•
Inter-school and inter-student competition.
Phase of winter carnival.
Instruction in physical education, recess and
after school.
Snow-
shoeing Club.—Hikes.
Informal hikes conducted by teachers as at Orange.
Phase of winter carnival.
Inter-school and inter-student competition.
CREATIVE ARTS
Hula
a. Choral As at South Hadley, weekly class work. Music ap«
preciation as well as chorus.
Boys* and girls 1 glee clubs as at South Hadley,
Huntington and Deerfield.
A cappella chorus as at Orange (boys) and South
Hadley (girls).
Inter- school glee club competition similar to
inter-collegiate glee club contests.
Music festival as held by the schools in Vermont
and in Boston.
b. Or-
chestral As at Hardwick.
Competition possible between groups of schools.
Possible phase of music festivals.
c. Band As at Hardwick, Arms Academy and Charlemont.
Competition possible between groups of schools.
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d» Instru-
mental Clubs as at Deerfield.
Individual Instruction as at Arms Academy and
Amherst
•
Dramatics Clubs as at Amherst and Ware.
Class one-act plays and school three-act plays
as at Huntington.
Inter-school one-act play contests as at Hopkins,
Amherst and Monson.
Dramatization of novels and presentation of dra-
matic sketches, as at Ware, in the English classes.
Presentation of dramatic skits in school assemblies
as at Amherst and Smith Academy.
Dual casts for school plays as at Arms.
Social
Dancing Faculty teachers as at Hopkins Academy.
Outside instructors as at Smith Academy, Monson,
Deerfield and Sanderson Academy.
School dances and parties, at present part of
the social program of all the schools.
Art Work Drawing and sketching as at Deerfield, Orange,
Amherst and New Salem.
Modeling as at Orange.
Water colors as at Orange.
Art Appre-
ciation Classes as at Huntington and Amherst.
Phase of ancient history, modern history and
home economics.
Handicraft
a.Manual training, as at Monson—class work for the
boys. Club work for the girls as at Deerfield.
b.Basketry as at Hardwick*
c .Weaving as at Hardwick.
d.Crocheting, embroidery, knitting and sewing.
Phase of home economic class work as at Hopkins.
Club work for girls not taking home economics.
Cooking Clubs for the boys as at Deerfield.
Classes for the boys as at South Hadley.
Phase of home economics work, clubs for girls not
taking home economics.
School exhibits in the arts and handicrafts.
Inter-student competition sponsored by groups of
schools in drawing, sketching and the various
handicrafts.
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AV0CATI0HA1 IHTERESTS
Photography Club as at South Hadley.
Phase of chemistry and physics classes.
Mature study Phase of biology class work.
Classes based on nature study for non-college
preparatory students as at South Hadley.
Local history Phase of history class work.
Brief course as in Hopkins Academy.
Subjects of essays in English class work.
Agriculture
a. Gardening phase of agriculture class work.
b. Bee Culture phase of agriculture class work.
c. Poultry Culture phc.se of agriculture class work.
d. Floral Culture phase of agriculture class work.
For students and schools not baring agriculture,
elub work for those interested in the above.
Stamp
Collecting Club as at South Hadley.
Reading Phase of English class work.
School exhibitions of hobbles as at Arms Aca-
demy.
Inter-school competition sponsored by groups
of schools in various hobbies.
Use of bulletin board at Hopkins.
SUIXAHY
The diseussion in this chapter has shown that:
1. But little time need be taken away frost time de-
voted to the curricula studies in order to carry
out a varied program of leisure education activi-
ties.
2. Mo&t of the student 8 in the high schools studied
have four scheduled classes aid three study periods
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per day.
It is the opinion of the principals interviewed that
use of an occasional study period, recess periods and
tine after school will enable the schools to carry on
a varied program of leisure education activities with-
out interfering with the students 1 time for studies*
Time in which to carry on a program of leisure edu-
cation activities can be found by the following
methods
;
a* Use of free periods by careful planning of the
class schedule.
b. Omission of one class period weekly and rotating
the period to be omitted.
c. Shortening the class period by a few minutes.
d. Use of recess periods.
e. Change of bus schedule.
f • Variation of the content of the activity program.
The financial problems attendant to carrying out of
the program of leisure education are not insurmount-
able.
There is considerable interest on the part of the
student in the leisure education activities.
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CHAPTER XVI
CONCLUSIONS
The data presented in this study, and the discussion,
leads to several conclusions. These are that:
I. The present programs of the schools studied are in-
adequate as programs of leisure education.
!• The emphasis of the school program is placed on
the wrong activity. This is shown by the fact
that much more time is devoted to varsity athle-
tics than to the other phases of the programs.
This is shown by Table No. 6 on page 38.
2. The present programs of the schools do not in-
clude enough leisure education activities.
This is shown by Table No. 6 on pnge 38, Table
No. 8 on page 45 f Table No. 9 on page 46, Table
No. 24 on page 107, Table No. 26 on page 119 and
Table No. 32 on page 139.
3. The activities included in the present programs
of the schools studied are participated in by
but few of the students.
This is shown by Table No. 3 on page 25, Table
No. 7 on page 40, Table No. 8 on page 45, Table
No. 9 on page 46, Table No. 21 on page 94, Table
No. 24 on page 107, Table No. 26 on page 119,
Table No. 29 on page 127, and Table No. 32 on
page 139. The statement is also supported by
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Chart No. 1 on page 28, Chart No. 3 on page 47,
Chart No. 4 on page 48, Chart No. 5 on page 96,
Chart No. 6 on page 108a, Chart No. 7 on page
108b, Chart No. 8 on page 120, Chart No. 9 on
page 126 and Chart No. 10 on page 140.
II. Each school has activities in its present program
that can serve as a basis of suitable programs of
leisure education.
This is shown by the fact that all the schools have
some activities in the creative arts and avocational
interest divisions of leisure education activities
as shown by Table No. 6 on page 38 1 Table No. 34 on
page 156 and Table No. 35 on page 156.
III. The necessary leadership for a program of leisure
education activities is available to the schools.
This is shown by Table No. 19 on page 78, Table
No. 22 on page 99, Table No. 25 on page 114,
Table No. 27 on page 123, Table No. 30 on page
131, Table No. 33 on page 142, and by the fact
that activities, in which there are no teachers
available, can be supervised by interested non-
faculty members. Examples of this last method
are found in the drawing class at New Salem
Academy, dancing class at Smith Academy, Deer-
field and Monson High Schools, and instrumental
music at Smith Academy.
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IV* The schools have, or can have, facilities to carry
on a varied number of the activities incidental to
a program of leisure education*
This is shown by Table No* 20 on page 80 and by
the fact that the facilities for the carrying on
of club work are present in all the schools since
they all have room space*
V. There is considerable interest on the part of the
students in leisure education activities as shown
by Table No. 38 on page 172,
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REC iATIONS
This study has brought to light many facts and con-
clusions* As the result of these, various recommendations
will be presented which, it is hoped, may prove of value
in formulating and carrying out programs of leisure educa-
tion in the smaller high schools*
The following recommendations are made that:
I. The schools have as a program of leisure educa-
tion a well-balanced, well-planned program of ac-
tivities based on the following activities which
come under the major divisions of carry-over sports,
creative arts and avocational interests:
Tennis
Golf
Archery
Softball
Swimming
Hiking
Skiing
Skating
Snowshoeing
Dramatics
Reading
Music
Choral
Orchestral
Band
Instrumental
Social Dancing
Art
Art Appreciation
Handicraft
Manual Training
Basketry
Weaving
Needle Work
Cooking
Photography
Nature Study
Local History
Gardening
Bee Culture
Poultry Culture
Floral Culture
Stamp Collecting
II# The proposed program of leisure education activities
be included as an integral part of the school program*
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III • Competition in the various activities within the
schools and between the schools be enlarged so as
to inolude as many of leisure education activities
as possible.
-11S3
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APPENDIX
J.
QUESTIONNAIRE 1 '
Student Participation in leisure activities. Attention of Principals
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An&r other activities other than those mentioned?
Ttm^ Basse c leave
Nvi_iber Leaving on bus
Does this prevent any from participating in extra-curricular
activities? Any attempt to counteract?
Principal^ Idea as to value of sports. Should there be emphasis
on carry over sports? Any proof of carry over value?
Social events. Number of parties. Average attendance. Type of
partyc
Attempt made to develop skill in music and appreciation of it?
Any attempt to stimulate interest in Literature? Hov done?
Attitude toward the subject of Leisure Education,
Suggestions
Curriculum emphasis on subject matter or the arousing of interest?
Hobbies encouraged.
Credit given for graduation fir extra curricular activities?
Horn given?
Any particular section of the town slighted in activities due
to busses or for any other reason? (Distribution of pupils in
extra curricular activities according to geographical situation.)
Use of school facilities by totms people*
School sponsoring directly or indirectly activities Fjaoug
towns people?
^UElfKDNNAIRE 2
STUDENT INTERESTS AND USE OF TIME
Activity Am Inter-
ested
Am Partici-
pating
Not Parti-
cipating
Am Interested,
want to partici-
pate r but unable
to ( check) Why?
Fieasons
Soccer
Football
—
Basketball
Baseball
Hatd
Soft
I
Track •
Tennis
Archery-
Hiking
Sks ting
T
r
~
"
I
To l. ^ fSp,cin j.Ag » <l
Snow shoeing 1 i
Swimming
i
.Hunting 1 r
Wishing
!
Golf |
|
Volley Ball |
Dramatics
Music
Vocal
Instrumental
1
Art
|
Journalism | •
,|
v Manual Training
or Handicraft!
- -
——-—
—
Bird Study
|
Local history |
Physiography
i
uaras
Stamp Col-
lecting
Art Appre-
ciation
Photography
Reading--
Literature
"Aggie"
QUESTIONNAIRE 3—TEACHER
Name of School Number of Teachers
Activity Cnterested Trained In
y
Taught
< 1 - — - —
Capable of
Teaching
Malor Athletics
Tennis
\
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Music
Instrumental i
Vocal 1 !
Art
Dane ing
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Interpretative ! !
Nature Study l1
Local History
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Cards
Art Appreciation
Photography
Handicraft
Reading
Literature
Approved by
Graduate Committee
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